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ABSTRACT

IMAGING TECHNIQUES AND HARDWARE FOR INHOMOGENEOUS MRI

David A. Thayer
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Master of Science

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has become one of the most important
medical imaging modalities over the past few decades because of its flexibility and
low risk, along with other useful attributes. For traditional MRI, the static magnetic
field, B0 must be highly homogeneous. Obtaining this homogeneity can be difficult.
Traditional MRI also requires linear gradient fields that are directed along the static
field direction. Under these conditions a Fourier transform relationship exists between
sampled data and the image to be reconstructed. In the case of an inhomogeneous
static field, gradient fields that are not linear, or gradients that are not pointed along
B0 , there will be no Fourier transform relationship, but a linear relationship does
exists and imaging is still possible. This thesis explores the possibilities of inhomogeneous field imaging and presents the development of hardware for inhomogeneous
MRI research. Two techniques for inhomogeneous imaging are derived and presented.
Matrix operators are found for these two imaging methods which are analyzed using
a singular value decomposition. This analysis shows that reconstructing an image
from an inhomogeneous system is possible if a field map is available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has become one of the most relied upon
medical imaging modalities since its introduction in the 1980s. It is far more flexible
than computed tomography (CT) and doesn’t expose patients to potentially harmful
x-rays. Although ultrasound also doesn’t expose patients to harmful EM radiation,
it cannot be used for imaging in ways that MRI can.
MRI can be used for analyzing soft tissue injury, cancer detection, heart imaging, functional brain imaging, and for many other important purposes. Unfortunately,
one of the main problems in MRI is its cost. If all people could afford an annual MRI
cancer detection scan, it could decrease the number of cancer deaths. One of the contributors to MRI cost is the hardware that goes into producing a highly homogeneous
static magnetic field.
When an MRI system is first set up in the location where it is to be used,
it must be shimmed to produce a homogeneous field no matter how well it was
designed. Shimming requires extra hardware and a lot of time and effort to make
a magnet homogeneous. If shimming could be eliminated it could help decrease the
cost of MRI.
Traditional MRI relies upon highly homogeneous magnetic fields and linear
gradients. This is the assumed starting point for deriving the equations that model
MRI. This thesis delves into the problem of inhomogeneous field MRI. Specifically,
how an inhomogeneous static field or gradient field affects imaging, what limits there
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are to MRI imaging with such a system, and how to approach reconstructing an image
in such a system. Two approaches to imaging are presented in this thesis.
It was somewhat difficult to find information regarding work that has been
done in the area of inhomogeneous MRI. Initially, a fairly extensive literature search
revealed no finished work done in this area. The University of Queensland in Australia
has a research group that researches inhomogeneous MR, but to the end of improving
NMR spectroscopy in inhomogeneous fields. They have written no documented papers
directly dealing with inhomogeneous MRI that could be found for this literature
review.
It was only later that some information was discovered regarding inhomogeneous MRI research, indeed most of that research has only been published this year
or within the past few years. The Journal of Magnetic Resonance Imaging is one of
the premier venues for new MRI techniques and has been barren of inhomogeneous
MRI discussion of any kind until 1999. Since then only five papers could be found
that discussed inhomogeneity of some kind in MRI. These papers, as well as others,
are discussed below.
Lin et al [22] presented a technique for removing signal intensity inhomogeneity
that occurs when using surface coils for RF receive coils. This technique estimates
the spatial sensitivity from the anatomical image obtained using the surface coil. The
sensitivity pattern is estimated using a wavelet transform. This technique relies on
the assumption that the sensitivity pattern varies slowly. This technique is limited
to compensating for receiver inhomogeneity when a surface coil is used.
Demas et al [19] presented a technique for three-dimensional phase-encoded
chemical shift imaging in a one-dimensionally inhomogeneous field. The object of
their research is to obtain chemical shift information that is usually lost with any
inhomogeneity. The technique has not been applied to anatomical imaging, just to
obtaining chemical shift information (usually only used for NMR spectroscopy). It
has not been applied to (and may not work for) inhomogeneous MRI.
Luo et al [18] presented a technique for outer-volume suppression (bandselective signal removal) that is highly tolerant to RF field inhomogeneity. This
2

technique doesn’t compensate for static field inhomogeneity. This imaging technique
is only useful for band-selective signal removal and not for general imaging or any
other type of imaging.
Markl et al [17] presented a method for analyzing and correcting for the effect
of gradient field distortions. The technique is only applicable in velocity encoding in
phase contrast MRI and is not useful for other types of imaging. Essentially, it is
only used to compensate for errors in velocity estimation.
Morgan et al [16] presented a paper describing the derivation and implementation of a method for correcting spatial distortion caused by field inhomogeneities
for echo-planar imaging (EPI). They adapted the reversed gradient method that has
previously been used in spin-warp MRI. They also used a nonlinear interpolation
scheme to improve correction. This technique only helps in EPI sequences and minor
distortion. This method also requires extra acquisitions for averaging, increasing scan
time.
Nam and Patch [23] discussed the possibilities of MRI using inhomogeneous
static fields. They looked at the isochromats (surfaces of equal precession rates) and
used their curvature to analyze the resulting errors introduced by using a simple
FFT to reconstruct images. The inverse problem used is the IFFT regardless of
inhomogeneity. Their research is an alternative to the research presented in this
thesis, but provides no quantitative information concerning the feasibility of an inverse
problem.
Vokurka et al [15] presented a method for correcting intensity non-uniformity
in MRI data. They assume that the non-uniformity varies smoothly. This technique
helps compensate for RF coil inhomogeneity (both transmit and receive coils). It
does not compensate for static field inhomogeneity or gradient non-linearity.
Jezzard and Clare [20] presented an analysis of the sources of signal distortion in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). The effects of these inhomogeneities in EPI data is discussed as are the effects of gradient non-linearities, but no
attempt is made to compensate for these inhomogeneities.
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Chen and Wyrwicz [14] presented a technique for compensating for gradient
non-linearity in gradient-echo images. It involves mapping the gradient field and
designing an RF pulse to compensate for the gradient field. This technique is limited
to gradient-echo imaging and does not compensate for static field inhomogeneities.
Most of the techniques that have been discussed are only applicable for a particular pulse sequence or only compensate for particular inhomogeneities. The methods presented in this thesis are more general and work for arbitrary pulse sequences
(although the reconstruction problem has to be solved for each pulse sequence). In
addition, the techniques presented in this thesis focus on reconstruction modifications,
rather than pulse sequence modifications, meaning that pulse sequences do not necessarily have to be modified before being used for inhomogeneous MRI as presented in
this thesis. The analysis of inverse problem feasibility presented in this thesis results
in a numerical result giving the easiness of the inverse problem, rather than a vague
qualitative statement corresponding to the amount of distortion that will result if a
homogeneous system is assumed. The techniques discussed above also focus on using
pulse sequences to compensate for inhomogeneities rather than reconstruction techniques such as the two presented in this thesis. The methods presented in this thesis
can be used in conjunction with most of those discussed above.
In addition to the research presented above some pulse sequences have been
developed to help compensate for inhomogeneity (such as spin-echo pulse sequences),
but their effect is limited. At least the analysis of inhomogeneous MRI presented in
this thesis can help us better understand how to deal with any inhomogeneity that
exists even in a system that is assumed to be homogeneous. In a homogeneous system,
the principles presented in this thesis can be used to enhance imaging by producing
better images. In an inhomogeneous system, i.e. one in which no shimming is done,
the concepts presented in this thesis can be used to do imaging that was previously
thought impossible.
First, a background of MRI theory is presented. This background is by no
means comprehensive, but is meant to give the reader who is unfamiliar with MRI
a brief introduction to the basic theory of MRI. The design and development of
4

hardware for testing inhomogeneous MRI theory is presented next. The equations
for traditional MRI and two techniques for inhomogeneous MRI are then derived.
Simulations of inhomogeneous imaging are then discussed. A second method of inhomogeneous imaging is also presented that relies on a projections approach. This
method can be used for an inhomogeneous system with only one gradient (or no
gradient at all), futher reducing hardware complexity.
1.1

Background
MRI is based on the principle of proton spin. In a basic chemistry class,

students learn that electrons have spin. The concept of spin is difficult to define, but it
is known how atoms with spin behave. Protons also have a spin and unpaired protons
have a detectable spin. MRI can be done with any unpaired spin, theoretically even
with electrons although electron resonance imaging hasn’t found extensive application
yet. To be useful for imaging, a potential imaging species must be plentiful and
have an unpaired spin. Hydrogen is probably the single most abundant element in
the human body and its most abundant isotope has an unpaired proton. For these
reasons it is the most commonly imaged. C13 is also commonly used for Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, but not for MRI. Spectroscopy doesn’t try
to find spatial information on a macroscopic scale, but uses similar principles to find
structural information of molecules.
When an unpaired proton or electron is placed in a magnetic field it will align
either with or opposite to the magnetic field as it precesses around it. The difference
in the number of protons that align parallel to the field versus those that align antiparallel is called the spin excess and is dependent upon the temperature, T ; magnetic
field, B; and total number of spins, N ; and is given by
spin excess ' N

h̄γB0
,
2kT

(1.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (2.68 × 108 rad/s/T for hydrogen, γ̄ = γ/(2π) =
42.58 MHz/T) and B is the magnetic field felt by the sample.
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Because patients don’t tend to do too well in extremely low temperatures
and the number of total spins is fixed, imaging has been done in higher and higher
field strengths. Clinical MRI is typically at 1.5T, but some NMR magnets have field
strengths as high as 17T.
When a proton aligns with a static magnetic field, it precesses around the field
as it lines up with the field. Due to thermal energy it will never totally align with the
field, but will continue to precess around the static field. This precessional frequency
is dependent on the field strength and gyromagnetic ratio of the species of interest
and is called the Larmor frequency, which is given by
ω = γB.

(1.2)

A proton or group of protons that has aligned with a static magnetic field has
a magnetization which is given by
2
~ 0 = ρ0 (γh̄) B
~ 0 = m0 B
~ 0,
M
4kT

(1.3)

where ρ0 is the proton density, h̄ is Planck’s constant, and k is Boltzmann’s constant.
Protons that are aligned with the static field are undetectable. An external
RF field is applied so that imaging can be done. The resonance part of MRI refers
to when this external field is applied. If the external field is applied at the resonant
frequency of the protons, which is the Larmor frequency, the protons will precess
around the applied RF field. The net magnetization can be thus ’tipped’ to any
desired angle by application of an RF pulse at the Larmor frequency. The angle to
which the magnetization will be tipped is given by
Θ = γBef f τ,

(1.4)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the species being imaged, Bef f is the applied
RF field magnitude, and τ is the time that the RF pulse is on.
Once the RF field is no longer being applied, the protons will gradually ’decay’
back to alignment with the static field, during which time they can induce an emf
in a receive coil and give a signal. There are two general kinds of decay that occur.
6

The first is longitudinal relaxation. This has a time constant T1 and is the loss of
signal due to the realignment of the net magnetization with the static field. The
second decay is transverse relaxation due to the dephasing of the individual spins.
When the individual spins that compose the net magnetization get out of phase (due
to field inhomogeneities) the signal will become undetectable. This decay is due to
inhomogeneities in the static magnet and local inhomogeneities resulting from the
local environment of a proton. This decay has time constant T2 . T2 is typically
smaller than T1 . The decay follows the Bloch equation, which (for the homogeneous
case with a static field in the ẑ direction) is given by [1]:
~
dM
~ ×B
~ ext + 1 (M0 − Mz )ẑ − 1 M
~ ⊥,
= γM
dt
T1
T2

(1.5)

~ ext
where T1 is the longitudinal relaxation time, T2 is the transverse relaxation time, B
is the external field experienced by the protons, M0 is the intial magnetization in the
~ ⊥ is the component of the magnetization that is orthogonal to the
ẑ direction, and M
static field.
Solving for the x, y, and z components of the magnetization for the homogeneous case gives the following equations [1]:
Mz (t) = M0 (1 − e−t/T1 )
M⊥ (TE ) = M0 (1 − eTR /T1 )e−TE /T2 .

(1.6)
(1.7)

These equations account for the effect of a repeated RF pulse before the net magnetization has completely decayed. In these equations, TR is the time of the second RF
pulse relative to the first and TE is the time the signal is sampled.
By varying TR and TE an image can be made to show contrast between areas
with different T1 times or T2 times respectively. If a long TR is chosen, relative to T1
and a short TE relative to T2 is chosen then the resulting image will only be sensitive
to differences in proton density from point to point in the imaging sample. If TE is
short relative to T2 but TR is about the same as T1 , then the image will be sensitive
to differences in T1 times from point to point in the sample. The image then becomes
T1 -weighted because its contrast is sensitive to differences in T1 times. If TE is around
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the same value as the T2 times of a sample, the image will be T2 -weighted because its
contrast will depend on differences in T2 times across the sample.
The signal induced in a receive coil by a decaying magnetization is given by
[1]
d
emf = −
dt

Z
~ (t) · B
~ receive d3 r,
M

(1.8)

~ receive is the sensitivity of the receive coils.
where B
At this point Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) can be discussed. The goal of NMR is to discover the connectivity of a molecule. Typically the
molecular formula of the molecule is known and the structure is to be ascertained.
Unlike MRI, NMR does not result in a picture, but a spectrum. There is no T1 or T2
contrasting in NMR since the sample to be imaged only contains one kind of molecule.
NMR instead relies on the principle of chemical shift, which is often ignored in MRI.
Chemical shift is the result of local field variations in a molecule. These variations are thought to be due to shielding, or lack thereof, by electron densities. A
chemical shift appears as a shift in the frequency spectrum of a sample. Essentially,
local changes in magnetic field due to some chemical cause will cause frequency shifts
in the resulting spectrum. In a system with no chemical shift, if an RF pulse was
applied that had some bandwidth, the resulting signal would be a single peak. But
in the case where chemical shifting occurs, there may be multiple peaks or peaks may
be split. For example, in a molecule with a hydrogen next to a carbonyl group (a carbon double bonded to an oxygen), the carbonyl group pulls electron density from the
hydrogen, essentially de-shielding it. It effectively experiences a stronger magnetic
field than does another hydrogen on the same molecule that is farther away from the
carbonyl group. Many different functional groups have characteristic chemical shifts
which can be used to identify what functional group hydrogens are next to. By analyzing the relative size of peaks in an NMR spectra, the number of hydrogens that are
in an equivalent position can be ascertained. Figure 1.1 shows an NMR spectra for
ethyl acetate (C4 H8 O2 ). First, the molecular formula for the compound in question
is found using methods other than NMR, such as mass spectroscopy. We would then
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Figure 1.1: NMR spectra of C4 H8 O2 , (ethyl acetate) [10]

know that there are 8 hydrogen atoms in this compound. From figure 1.1 we can see
the relative number of hydrogens at each position. At the 4.0 ppm quartet (explained
below) there are 2 protons. At the 1.9606 ppm peak, there are three protons. At the
1.17 ppm triplet (also explained below) there are also three protons.
When hydrogen atoms are within one atom of each other (vicinal to one another), they cause each others’ peaks to split. Using this principle the relative positions of hydrogens can be determined. Figure 1.2 zooms in on the quartet (peak
split into four smaller peaks) at 4.0 ppm. From this figure it can be determined that
there are 2 protons next to three other protons. The triplet at 1.17 ppm, shown in
figure 1.3, tells us that there are three protons next to two others. This probably
means there is a CH2 CH3 group in the compound of interest. The singlet peak at
1.9606 ppm tells us there are three protons that are not vicinal to any other protons.
This and the fact that this peak is significantly downfield tells us that these protons
are probably next to an oxygen atom or to a carbonyl group. From the molecular
formula of this compound it can be determined that there is a double bond in this
compound. Finally, the quartet at 4.0 ppm is most likely next to an oxygen that
is next to a carbonyl group. With this information, a few possible compounds can
be drawn. Re-analyzing the spectra a single structure can be determined, which is
shown in figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.2: NMR quartet [10]

Figure 1.3: NMR triplet [10]

Figure 1.4: Structure of ethyl acetate [10]
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The discussion so far has said nothing about ascertaining spatial information
about an object being imaged. Obtaining spatial information relies upon the presence
of gradient fields. If a gradient field is added to a static magnetic field, then by the
Larmor equation there will also be a linear variation in the precessional frequency
of the protons in the object being imaged. For three-dimensional images, gradients
must be added along each of the three principal axes. It is worth noting that the
field produced by each of these gradients points in the direction of the static field (in
homogeneous MRI), but the variation in the fields is along the principal axes. This
is not necessary in the inhomogeneous imaging, but is one of the assumptions that
leads to a Fourier transform relationship in the homogeneous case (along with linear
gradients in the direction of the principle field).
Often a gradient is applied during RF excitation. This is called the sliceselect gradient. This gradient is used to selectively excite only a slice of the object
being imaged so that an otherwise three-dimensional problem can be reduced to two
dimensions. Instead of applying an RF pulse that consists of a single frequency, a
bandwidth is applied to excite the desired slice thickness. A typical slice thickness
for medical imaging is about 5mm-1cm. A slice-select gradient is not always used.
A second phase-encoding gradient (discussed later) can be applied instead of a sliceselect gradient.
In MRI, sampling is done in the spatial frequency domain. To obtain a spatial
domain image, this frequency space (called k-space) must be sampled sufficiently and
completely. This is similar to sampling a time-domain signal at the Nyquist frequency,
except that sampling in MRI is done in the frequency domain. The coverage of kspace in MRI is controlled by the application of the gradients. Turning on and off
gradients affects the phase of the resulting signal as shown in equation 1.9.
The phase accumulation due to a gradient is given by [1]:
Z t
Φ(~r, t) = −
ω(~r, t0 )dt0 .

(1.9)

0

This is the equation that governs k-space coverage. It can be seen from this equation
that the integral of the gradient (from the time it is turned on until the time in
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Figure 1.5: Plot of k-space traversal [1]

question) is the important factor in k-space coverage. It can be seen from equation
1.9 that the point of the signal in k-space changes time while a gradient is being
applied. Figure 1.5 shows k-space traversal. The horizontal arrows are due to the
frequency-encoding gradient that is on during readout.
A gradient that is applied during readout is called the frequency-encoding
gradient. By sampling the signal at regular intervals while the frequency-encoding
gradient is on, a line through k-space can be sampled.
A phase-encoding gradient is one that is applied after RF excitation, but before
readout. This gradient is typically orthogonal to the frequency-encoding gradient
and thus moves the signal along the vertical axis in k-space as shown in figure 1.5.
Although it will not be shown in this thesis, theoretically these three gradients need
not be orthogonal, but must at least have orthogonal components. Sampling while a
frequency-encoding gradient is on will provide a line of data in k-space; to get another
dimension RF excitation is repeated with different strength phase-encoding gradients
to get more lines through k-space. This is shown in the pulse sequence timing diagram
shown in figure 1.6.
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The rf waveform shows when excitation occurs. Gz,SS is the slice-select gradient, which can be replaced by a second phase-encoding gradient. Notice that this
gradient is on during excitation. Gy,P E is the phase-encoding gradient. The set of
steps implies the entire pulse sequence is repeated for each step shown. In clinical
imaging, there are often 128 or 256 phase-encoding steps. Gx , R is the readout gradient, or the frequency-encoding gradient. The inverting section of the gradient is
meant to move to -π in k-space so that the positive portion of the gradient will trace
a line all the way across k-space, from −π to π. The ADC waveform shows when
readout occurs. In a digital system, there will typically be as many samples taken as
there are phase-encoding steps, but this is not always the case.
Phase-encoding and frequency-encoding gradients must be carefully applied
to completely cover k-space without aliasing. Applying too weak of a gradient or for
too short of a time will give k-space coverage as shown in figure 1.7. Too strong of a
gradient, or applying the gradient too long will result in aliasing, as shown in figure
1.8. Figure 1.9 shows a diagram of proper k-space sampling. Typically, there are
up to 512 samples taken during application of the frequency encoding gradient, with
up to 512 phase-encoding steps. The resulting spatial domain image is then 512x512
pixels.
The calculation for computing the proper gradient strength is given by
strength = 2kmax /(γM N ∆t) = π/(γM N ∆t∆x),

(1.10)

where M is the number of samples being taken and N is the spacing between samples
(times ∆t), ∆t is the time increment, and ∆x is the spatial spacing between points in
the reconstructed image (or is the spatial spacing used in the forward problem). For
the homogeneous case, this equation will give the proper strength for the gradients,
in mT/m.
As mentioned previously, a second phase-encoding gradient can be used instead
of a slice-select gradient. Then k-space must be sampled in three dimensions.
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Figure 1.6: Pulse sequence diagram [1]
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Figure 1.7: Example of undersampling in k-space
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Figure 1.8: Aliasing in k-space
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Figure 1.9: Properly sampled k-space plot

The overall imaging equation for homogeneous MRI will be derived in the next
chapter, and is given by [1]
ZZZ
s(kx , ky , kz ) =

ρ(x, y, z)e−j2π(kx x+ky y+kz z) dxdydz.

(1.11)

By being creative with gradients and RF excitation, different tissue properties
can be exploited or suppressed for imaging. As mentioned previously, T1 and T2
weighted images are common. Much research has gone into different pulse sequences.
They are too numerous to mention here, but there are pulse sequences for arteriole
blood labelling, motion compensation, and suppressing different tissue types among
others.
There is some flexibility not only in what is being imaged in MRI, but how
to do the imaging. This thesis is meant to present some of these alternate imaging
methods. The important principles in MRI are that there must be adequate coverage
of k-space (or its analog in the inhomogeneous case) and that a useful relationship
between the sampled signal and the image that is to be reconstructed is obtained. This
image should in turn convey some useful information about the object being imaged.
In the homogeneous case it will be shown that if k-space is sampled properly, a Fourier
transform relationship exists between the signal and the magnetization at the start
of the frequency-encoding gradient. In inhomogeneous MRI, a Fourier transform
16

relationship will not exist, but a linear relationship will still exist, making imaging
possible.
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Chapter 2

Hardware for inhomogeneous MRI
The main advantage to inhomogeneous MRI is reduced hardware complexity.
Using the processing techniques presented in this thesis, imaging can be done without
shimming the static magnetic field. The required MR hardware then is a high-field
static magnet, a field-mapping mechanism, gradient coils, gradient power supplies, RF
transmit coils, RF receive coils, a controller and user interface, transmitter circuitry,
a power amplifier, receiver circuitry, and matching networks.
The scope of this thesis was to design, build, and or buy everything but the
gradient coils and gradient power supplies. Because the hardware for this application
is not really new in any way, it is not the main objective of this thesis to present the
hardware. In addition, the lab budget was not sufficient to purchase every component
necessary for imaging (such as the gradient power supplies). Each component that
has been implemented will be discussed in this chapter. Figure 2.1 shows the overall
diagram of the implemented MRI hardware.
2.1

Magnet
Traditional MRI uses an electromagnet made superconducting by using special

wire material and by cooling the coils with liquid helium. The main magnet is made
of loops of current-carrying wires arranged to produce as homogeneous a field as
possible. These magnets used for clinical imaging are typically between 1T and 3T.
Figure 2.2 shows a traditional MRI setup. This is a GE model with a 1.5T field.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of MRI system

Figure 2.2: Clinical MRI
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Figure 2.3: Linear Halbach array [12]

Figure 2.4: Circular Halbach array [12]

Permanent magnets are sometimes used in clinical imaging, but have much
lower fields, typically around .15T. For the BYU Biomedical Imaging Lab, a small,
relatively high-field permanent magnet was desirable. The magnet purchased for the
lab is a Halbach array type neodymium iron boron permanent magnet. A Halbacharray was chosen for its ability to focus the magnetic field where it is desired (inside
the magnet bore) and greatly reduce the field outside the bore. A Halbach array uses
an array of permanent magnets with different polarities to achieve this field directing. Figure 2.3 shows a representative arrangement of a Halbach array and figure
2.4 shows a circular Halbach array like the one used by the bimedical imaging lab.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show how these arrays can be used to shape the overall magnetic
field. The flat Halbach array will stick to metal on one side, but not the other.
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Figure 2.5: Magnetic field of a linear Halbach array [12]

Figure 2.6: Magnetic field of a circular Halbach array [12]
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Figure 2.7: Maggie the magnet

The Biomedical Imaging lab’s magnet has a 91mm diameter by 190mm long
bore with a center field of .98T and homogeneity of .6%. over a 3cm diameter. This
is far below the homogeneity of shimmed clinical MRI systems which tend to have
parts per million homogeneity over a 50-60cm diameter. Figure 2.7 shows the magnet
purchased by the lab.
2.2

Magnetic field map and shimming
When a clinical MRI is put into place the static field must be shimmed so it

will be as homogeneous as possible. This is typically done with pre-placed coils that
have different field profiles. Typically, coils with 2nd , 4th , 6th and so on order fields are
used; these are shown in figure 2.8. (Careful main magnet design elimates odd order
moments). If this is not sufficient, pieces of iron are sometimes used to help shape
the field. Before shimming can be done, however, a good field map must be obtained
to know what needs to be done to shim the field.
Likewise, the inhomogeneous imaging techniques presented in this thesis require a field map. The Biomedical Imaging Lab purchased a three-axis translational
stage and high-precision gaussmeter for this purpose. A field profile was obtained
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Figure 2.8: Magnetic field moments [1]

using this equipment taking measurements at 1mm spacings over the entire bore.
Figure 2.9 shows a slice of the field map obtained for the lab’s magnet.
The shimming process never gets a field perfectly homogeneous, but is halted
once a desired homogeneity is achieved. This is an iterative process that can be timeconsuming and difficult. The main advantage to inhomogeneous imaging techniques
is that this need for shimming can be elimated without annihilating imaging ability.
2.3

Gradient coils
In clinical MRI there are typically three gradient coils. One produces a gra-

dient along the static field direction (the ẑ direction). The other two gradient coils
produce gradients that are orthogonal to each other and to the static field. Creating
the ẑ gradient is simple in standard MRI since the static field is typically along the
bore of the magnet. A Maxwell coil pair (a pair of coils with current going in opposite
directions) is typically sufficient. The other two coils are trickier. These coil cannot
restrict patient access to the bore or else the magnet becomes useless for imaging.
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Figure 2.9: Slice of field map of Maggie

Figure 2.10: Golay coil [1]

Typically goaly coils are used. Figure 2.10 shows a typical golay coil. This will create the gradient along one orthogonal direction to ẑ. To produce the third gradient
another golay coil is added, but rotated 90 degrees.
For the Biomedical Imaging Lab, creating coils is not that simple. The static
field does not point along the bore, it is orthogonal to it. In addition, gradient power
supplies were beyond the budget of the lab. In such a situation it is desirable that a
gradient coil be used whose field is not in the direction of the static field, but still has
a gradient along the desired axis. This, however, violates one of the assumptions of
traditional MRI. To test if this kind of gradient would be feasible, one gradient was
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added along the axis of the bore. The field and the gradient are both along the axis
of the bore.
To control this gradient, a simple FET is used as a switch between a power
supply and the gradient coils. A digital signal is used to turn the gradient on or off.
This gradient can be used to show that gradient fields need not point in the
same direction as the static field. They can point in whatever direction is most convenient for the given magnet geometry. It should be noted that in the inhomogeneous
case, gradients won’t always point in the direction of the static field, due to its inhomogeneity so showing that an arbitrarily-directed gradient works is necessary for
inhomogeneous imaging.
2.4
2.4.1

RF coils
RF coil components
There are several components to a typical RF coil system, including the trans-

mit coil or coils, receiver coil or coils, the RF shield, and tuning capacitors. The
transmit and receive coils may be combined into a single set of coils or they may be
separate, in which case the receive coil is often called the RF probe. The RF shield
is used to decouple the RF coils from the gradient and shim coils. Tuning capacitors
are used to adjust the resonant frequency of the RF coils.
2.4.2

Properties of RF coils
Several important properties of transmit coils include the amount of power re-

quired for excitation, orthogonality of the RF and main magnetic fields, homogeneity
of the illuminating RF field, and size of the region of homogeneity. No excitation occurs if a sufficient magnetic field is not felt by the protons in the object being imaged.
This field, Brf is given by
Brf =

θ
,
γT

(2.1)

where θ is the angle of proton flip (up to π radians), T is the length of the RF pulse,
and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen (42.58MHz/T). Similarly, no signal can be
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detected if the RF field isn’t orthogonal to B0 . After ensuring excitation, homogeneity
over the area of excitation is the most important property of transmit coils. Any
inhomogeneity in excitation will distort the resulting image. A large, homogeneous
excitation region is desirable and can be attained using large transmit coils, but
requires increased power. In practice, this excitation region usually isn’t the entire
object being imaged.
Good receive coils typically have high signal to noise ratio (SNR) over a small
region and have homogeneous sensitivity over their field of view (FOV). Any inhomogeneity in the receive coil sensitivity will distort the resulting image. A large FOV is
desirable, but an increase in FOV decreases SNR. Inhomogeneity in a receive coil’s
sensitivity can be compensated for in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous MRI as
long as that inhomogeneity is known.
Because the transmit coils excite a field orthogonal to B0 , receive coils must
also be sensitive to fields which are orthogonal to B0 . This serves as a further constraint for RF coil selection and design.
An important issue for both transmit and receive coils is that of linear or
quadrature transmission and detection. A circularly polarized field is most effective
for proton excitation and excited protons emit circularly polarized fields. Therefore,
for efficient excitation and reception quadrature coils are desirable, since they excite
and are sensitive to circularly polarized fields. The problem is that for both transmit
and receive, this requires a second RF transmit coil and a second RF receive coil
orthogonal to the first. This can be difficult or impossible for a given magnet geometry.
For the Biomedical Imaging lab’s magnet, quadrature would be very difficult since
a second field orthogonal to the static field would restrict acces to the bore of the
magnet. For this reason, a linear transmit and receive coil was selected. This results
in inefficient transmission, which is not an issue for the lab because of the oversized
power amp being used, and less than ideal reception.
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Figure 2.11: RF coils[2]

Figure 2.12: More RF coils [2]

2.4.3

Types of RF coils
The first step in designing an RF coil is deciding what kind of coil to use.

There are two main kinds of RF coils, volume coils and surface coils. Volume coils
include Helmholtz coils, saddle coils, and birdcage coils as shown in Figure 2.11.
Volume coils can be used for either transmit or receive coils. Helmholtz coils are the
simplest volume coils. They produce relatively homogeneous fields and are easy to
analyze. Saddle coils don’t produce highly homogeneous fields, but they are useful for
generating fields that other coil types can’t. They are often used for gradient coils.
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Birdcage coils have become increasingly popular for many reasons. They produce
very homogeneous fields and allow for quadrature excitation or reception without a
second coil.
Surface coils include single loop, open coils, and phased arrays as shown in
Figure 2.12. Surface coils are typically used only as receive coils. They have high
SNR, but a small FOV. To improve signal coil design, arrays of surface coils are used.
This increases the FOV without decreasing SNR.
2.4.4

Selecting an RF coil
The first considerations for selecting a coil are the geometry constraints of the

imaging system and desired field homogeneity. Magnet bore size, orientation of B0 ,
and the shape of the magnet all limit what kind of coils can be used for imaging. If
the magnet is a standard cylindrical magnet, the RF coils must fit inside the magnet
while allowing patient access. Separate transmit and receive coils are best, unless
bore size necessitates using a single coil for both transmit and receive.
Given these geometric restrictions, obtaining the most homogeneous excitation
and receive field possible is the next selection criteria. If B0 is parallel to the bore of
the magnet, birdcage coils work well. They produce highly homogeneous fields and
incorporate quadrature transmission or reception into a single coil. If B0 is orthogonal
to the bore of the magnet, another coil type should be used.
Another important consideration is quadrature vs. linear excitation and reception. The choice between quadrature and linear coils is dependent on available power
and how complex the transmit and receive circuitry will be. A quadrature system
typical requires two coils instead of one for both transmit and receive. Quadrature
systems also require a pulse with a 90 degree phase shift in addition to the unshifted
signal. These requirements translate to more complex receiver and transmitter cir√
cuitry. The main advantages are that a quadrature system requires 2 less power
√
than a linear coil and has a 2 increase in SNR. As mentioned previously, power is
not an issue for the Biomedical Imaging Lab’s equipment and the magnet size all but
eliminates the possibility of quadrature transmission or reception.
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Balancing FOV and SNR is another important consideration in RF coil selection. Usually the smallest useful FOV is best because it minimizes noise from
areas outside the region of interest (ROI), but it must be large enough to cover the
ROI. SNR is related to FOV and is dependent on the directivity of the receive coil.
Increasing FOV generally decreases SNR since areas outside the ROI contribute to
the received signal as FOV increases. The optimal balance between FOV and SNR is
when the FOV is the same as the area of excitation and the ROI.
Most medical imaging systems use a fixed birdcage coil for transmit and change
receive coils based on the application. Smaller birdcage coils are usually used for
receive coils when imaging the head, surface coils and phased arrays for limb and
back scans, and large birdcage coils for full-body scans.
For the Biomedical Imaging Lab, B0 is orthogonal to the bore of the magnet so
using a birdcage coil is not favorable. Also, space in the magnet is very limited so the
ẑ gradient coils and the RF transmit coil are limited to being the same radius. For
better reception, the receiver coil was separated from the transmitter coil. Helmholtz
coils were selected for the coils because of their ease of implementation and analysis.
2.5

Adapting the coils
When a general coil type has been chosen it may be adapted to better meet

the requirements of the application. For example, a Helmholtz coil pair transverse to
the bore of a cylindrical magnet can be flattened against the sides of the magnet to
allow better patient access. Nearly all RF coils used today are either basic coils as
mentioned previously or are adaptations of basic coil types.
Some coil types require further adapting and design. When using Helmholtz
coil pairs, for example, the spacing between the coils must be determined. Optimal
spacing for such simple coil types can be found in the literature. For modified coils,
iterative methods can be used to obtain a desired homogeneity. When developing
the hardware for this thesis, 2 coils did not provide the desired transmit FOV or
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Figure 2.13: RF field profile [2]

homogeneity and would have overlapped the ẑ gradient coils . Using the equation
Bz =

µ0 Ia2
,
2[(d/2 − z)2 + a2 ]3/2

(2.2)

and the principle of superposition, the RF field along the axis of the coil was simulated
for a pair of coils and multiple coils. The desired field was specified as a perfectly
homogeneous field over some specified ROI. The coil locations were moved until the
minimum mean squared error solution between the actual field and desired field was
found (over the specified ROI). The field obtained using this procedure is shown in
Figure 2.13. For a 2 bundle receive coil this distance was determined to be about 2a
where a is the radius of the coils, which matches the value given in the literature.
2.5.1

Coil resonance and quality
Once a coil is chosen it must be made to resonate at the proper frequency. This

is the frequency at which the hydrogen protons precess, called the Larmor frequency.
This frequency, ω (mentioned in chapter 1), is given by
ω = γB,

(2.3)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen mentioned previously and B is the
local magnetic field experienced by the protons.
RF coils inherently have some inductance and capacitance that result in a
natural resonant frequency. This resonant frequency can be adjusted to match the
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Larmor frequency by adding capacitance to the coil. If the coil is not operated at
the resonant frequency of its dominant mode it will be very inefficient, and if that
resonant frequency is not the same as the Larmor frequency no excitation or poor
reception will occur. RF coil systems will typically have some fixed-value capacitors
and some variable capacitors to allow for tuning of both the transmit and receive
coils. Finding the resonant frequency of a coil requires calculating its inductance,
capacitance, and resistance. For most coils the resistance and inherent capacitance
are negligible and are ignored in calculations. Inductance can be calculated for a
circular wire using
L = 0.002l(ln

2l
− 1)(µH),
a

(2.4)

where l=length of wire, a=radius of wire.
Mutual inductance between any two parallel wires or parts of the RF coil must
also be included when calculating resonant frequencies. Mutual inductances is defined
as
M12 = M21

µ0
=
4πI1 I2

ZZZ ZZZ
V2

J1 (r) · J2 (r0 ) 0
dv dv,
R

(2.5)

V1

and has a closed-form solution for most geometries.
Once the inductance of a coil has been calculated and the Larmor frequency
is known, the necessary capacitance can be solved for using the following equation:
ω=√

1
,
LC

(2.6)

where ω is the Larmor frequency. If only one capacitor is required it should be variable
to allow tolerance for calculation errors. If more than one capacitor is needed, such
as for birdcage coils, at least one capacitor should be variable to compensate for
calculation errors and deviation in actual capacitor values from those calculated. For
the lab’s coils, the tuning circuitry was combined with the coil impedance matching
networks, discussed later.
Once the desired resonant frequency has been obtained, the quality of the coil
can be evaluated as
maximum energy stored
1
Q = 2π
=
total energy dissipated per period
R
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r

ωr
L
=
,
C
∆ω

(2.7)

where ∆ω is the resonant bandwidth. Quality is a measure of how fast power can be
deposited in a sample. Quality may be considered when analyzing RF coil designs,
but acts more as a constraint on system performance.
2.5.2

Coupling and RF shield design
Once a coil has been selected and coil parameters ascertained, one issue remains–

coupling. In a typical MRI system, there are at least three gradient coils, several shim
coils (up to 40 or 50), and RF transmit and receive coils. Without shielding there
is considerable mutual coupling between the RF coils and these other coils that seriously affects RF coil performance. These effects can cause losses in the RF coils,
give rise to spurious resonances, and shift the dominant resonant frequency of the RF
coil. To minimize these interactions RF shields are used. These also affect RF coil
performance, but their effect can be compensated for. An ideal RF shield acts as a
low-pass filter; it should be transparent to DC and low-frequency gradient fields, but
opaque to higher frequency RF fields. It should completely decouple all the MR coils.

Figure 2.14: RF shield [2]

There are a few important principles for designing RF shields. To be useful an
RF shield must be several skin depths thick. For most applications this is quite thin
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because the operating frequency is several MHz. One popular style of RF shield is two
copper sheets separated by a thin dielectric (shown in Figure 2.14) placed between
the RF coils and gradient and shim coils. The sheets are divided into sections that
should be small enough to disrupt eddy currents induced by gradient and shim coils.
The copper sheets are also offset relative to one another so that at RF frequencies the
copper sheet looks continuous. The dielectric thickness, dielectric, and overlap area
must all be selected so that the shield has high impedance at low frequency and low
impedance at high frequency. For some coil types RF shields can actually improve
RF field homogeneity. When placed at the end of a birdcage coil or Helmholtz coil,
the shield doubles the effective length of the coil which can significantly improve field
homogeneity.
The only decoupling needed for the lab’s coils is between the RF coils and the
gradient coil. An idea similar to that mentioned above was implemented using two
rings segmented into 4 segments each, offset from one another and separated by a
dielectric. This configuration is shown in figure 2.15. These two pieces are overlaid
on each other with a thin dielectric between. The RF transmit and receive coils are
also decoupled from one another. The transmit coil has a FET switch in it so that it
can be turned on or off. The coil is only turned on just prior to RF excitation and
is turned off shortly afterwards. The blanking signal using for the power amp is the
same control signal used for this coil.
On the receive coil, a shunt network was added to change the resonant frequency of the receive coil when enough power is going through it to turn on the shunt
diodes. This occurs when the transmit coil is transmitting. Figure 2.16 shows this
network. This idea was suggested by the Electromagnetic Analysis and Design book
cited in the bibiliography.
2.5.3

Analysis
After a coil has been selected and initial design completed, the coil can be

analyzed. One special consideration that must be remembered when analyzing RF
coils is that it is not the far-field of the RF coil that is being examined. The area
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Figure 2.15: RF shield

Figure 2.16: Tx/Rx RF coil isolation network [2]
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being imaged is typically quite close to the coil. Hence, simplifications and techniques
used for far-field calculations cannot be made for RF coils. Several techniques are
currently used to analyze RF coil performance. The first and simplest is equivalent
circuit analysis. In this technique, an equivalent lumped-circuit is used for the coil by
modeling wire as an inductor. Then Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws are used,
as well as the Biot-Savart law to calculate Brf . This method can be used when the
size of the RF coils is only a small fraction of a wavelength at the coil’s resonant
frequency. This isn’t generally true and results in some errors so other methods are
usually preferred. This method becomes more complicated when an RF shield is
added. Typically, the effect of adding RF shields is analyzed separately using the
method of images. The main method of RF coil analysis is the method of moments.
The electric field produced by the current on an RF coil is
E(r) = iwA(r) − ∇Φ(r),
where A(r) = µ0

R
C

ik |r−r 0 |

0
I(r0 ) e4π|r−r
0 | , and Φ(r) =

1
iω²0

R
C

(2.8)
0

dI(r0 ) eik0 |r−r | 0
dl .
dl0 4π|r−r0 |

These equations are discretized in the normal moment method way, except that
the basis function used for the current must be differentiable at least once (triangle
basis functions are often used). When analyzing an RF coil system with shielding,
the equations for A and Φ change, otherwise analysis doesn’t change. After initial
analysis, an RF coil design is either deemed to be adequate or must be altered to
meet desired performance specifications.
One way to analyze field homogeneity is to use a gaussmeter to measure the
field at several points inside the coils. Since the initial goal of the Biomedical Imaging
Lab is to get something that works, verifying RF homogeneity is not a high priority.
The careful design of the coils is sufficient for now.
Designing and implementing these coils took over a year to complete, mainly
because manufacturing had to be done by the Precision Machining Lab.
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2.6

Computer controller and user interface
The computer controller used for this application are a Windows PC with a

National Instruments NI-DAQ PCI-6115 data acquisition board. The user interface is
LabView because of it’s simplicity and compatibility with the data acquisition board
mentioned.
The user interface currently can transmit up to three RF pulses and write
acquired data to a file for later analysis. LabView also controls the blanking signal
that turns the power amp and transmit coil on and off.
One of the main issues with LabView is timing. The RF pulse is buffered to
the DAC, but the digital signals are not. As a result timing can only be guaranteed to
be about 5ms within desired timing. To compensate for this, a request has been made
for a high-speed digital I/O board from National Instruments. This board buffers all
the digital I/O and uses its own clock to output the data. This will eliminate timing
jitter.
2.7

Transmitter
The transmitter consists of a DAC, a mixer, an oscillator, the power amplifier,

and the RF transmit coil, as shown in figure 2.17. The DAC outputs a baseband sinc
pulse that is mixed up by about 42 MHz and then amplified by the power amplifier.
2.7.1

Power amplifier
The power amplifier purchased for this application is a Herley 1kW pulse

amplifier made for MRI. Because RF pulse are often only a few milliseconds long, it
is vitally important that the amplifier used have a very fast rise time. That was the
main consideration made in selecting this amplifier over a cheaper one. This amplifier
has had some hardware problems and is currently being repaired. Figure 2.18 shows
a picture of this power amplifier.
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Figure 2.17: Diagram of transmitter

Figure 2.18: Herley model 3446 power amplifier
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Figure 2.19: Receiver diagram

2.8

Receiver
The receiver consists of the RF receive coil and matching network, three to

four Minicircuits ZFL-500LN amplfiers, a bandpass filter, a complex demodulator,
lowpass filters, an oscillator, and the ADC on the NI data acquisition board. This
setup is diagrammed in figure 2.19
2.9

Matching networks
The system impedance for the transmitter and receiver is 50Ω. The receive

and transmit coils had to be matched to this impedance. The impedance of the transmit and receive coils was measured over a range of freqeuncies using an impedance
analyzer supplied by the Brain Instrumentation Lab. These values were used in the
matching tool in HP ADS to design a 3-element matching network. Fixed value
inductors were obtained from Coilcraft and variable capacitors for tuning the circuit.
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Figure 2.20: Output of transmitter

2.10

Hardware verification
The computer controller and transmitter (excluding the power amplifier) were

tested by looking at the output signal of the transmitter on a spectrum analyzer. The
observed signal should roughly be a square wave around 42 MHz. This was observed
and is shown in figure 2.20. When this signal is at 0 dBm, the output of the power
amplifier will be at its maximum. A variable attenuator was inserted between the
mixer and power amplifier so the input signal level to the power amplifier can be
controlled.
The receiver (excepting the RF coils) was tested by inputting a very small
(1-10µV) signal and observing the output on a spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope.
Figure 2.21 shows the input signal, which is at about -80 dBm. The signal can’t even
really be seen. Figure 2.22 shows the output signal with a sinusoidal input signal at
-80 dBm. Figure 2.23 shows the output with no input signal. These two figure show
that the receiver does actually amplify a signal. The case with no input signal shows
the frequency response of the bandpass filter used.
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Figure 2.21: Input signal

Figure 2.22: Output of receiver with -80 dBm input signal
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Figure 2.23: Output of receiver with no input signal

The transmit and receive coils cannot be tested without the power amplifier
working, so they have not been tested.
2.11

Next steps
The obvious first step is to fix the power amplifier. The next step is to verify the

matching networks by using the impedance analyzer to measure the coil impedance
with the matching network (the impedance analyzer has also been broken and is
currently being fixed). Once this has been done, verification of the entire system can
be performed by transmitting and receiving a signal through the whole system when
nothing is in the magnet and when a water balloon is in the magnet. If the system is
working, there will be a significant difference in the signal obtained with nothing in
the magnet compared with the signal obtained with the water balloon in the magnet.
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Once the system has been verified to this level, the next step is to try the
projections-based imaging technique discussed previously. To attempt the other imaging method presented, gradient power supplies must be acquired and gradient coils
created.
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Chapter 3

Derivations
In this chapter the equations for homogeneous MRI are presented as are the
assumptions that lead to these equations. The validity of these assumptions is also
discussed. Assumptions for inhomogeneous MRI are presented. The equations for
inhomogeneous MRI are then derived and discussed. The goal of this chapter is to
present a method for finding a matrix operator representing the inhomogeneous MRI
forward problem. Once the forward problem has been solved, the inverse problem of
image reconstruction can be implemented. In addition the feasibility of the inverse
problem can be analyzed.
To analyze the feasibility of the inverse problem, the SVD of the operator
matrix found in this chapter will be analyzed. The SVD of a matrix, A, is traditionally
given by A = U ΣV H . The rows of U represent a basis set in one space, the rows of
V H represent basis vectors in another, and the matrix of singular values, Σ, is the
weighting between those two spaces. The space spanned by the basis vectors found in
V H are the basis vectors for the input space. In the case of MRI, it is a magnetization
at some initial time, t0 . The space spanned by the columns in U is the output vector
space. This is the space in which the received signal resides.
The singular values show a weighting between the two spaces and essentially
show the amount of information lost through a given forward problem. If the singular
values fall off rapidly, then the inverse problem will be difficult or impossible without
additional information, and may be impossible even with a priori information. If the
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singular values are all the same, as in the Fourier transform case, the forward problem
loses no information and the inverse problem can completely recover the input vector.
3.1
3.1.1

Assumptions
Homogeneous MRI
In traditional MRI, sampled data is the Fourier transform of the proton density

being imaged. This relationship results in simple and quick image reconstruction.
To obtain this Fourier transform relationship several conditions must be met and a
few key assumptions are made. Processing is simplified at the expense of hardware
complexity.
The first and most important requirement is that the static magnetic field
in which the imaging is to be done be as homogeneous as possible. In derivations
and image reconstruction, it is assumed to be perfectly homogeneous. To obtain this
homogeneous field great care is taken to design magnets that are highly homogeneous,
but this alone cannot produce a perfect field. The field produced by a given set of
coils can be decomposed into a power series consisting of the desired homogeneous
field (the zeroeth moment) and higher order contaminating fields. Some of these
higher order moments can be removed by adding more coils to the main magnet.
Consequently, most clinical magnets have several coils, usually around six. Using this
approach, the first several moments of the contaminating static field can be removed.
Unfortunately, even if a magnet was designed to be perfectly homogeneous
it wouldn’t be after manufacture, assembly, wrapping, and cooling. A static field is
generally made by cutting grooves into a hollow, cylindrical material. Any error in
cutting these grooves will result in inhomogeneity in the main field. Wire is then
wound around these grooves. Even slight misplacement in wrapping will introduce
inhomogeneity. Once the magnet has been wrapped, it must be assembled with the
other imaging coils (RF, gradient, and shim coils). This can also be a source of error.
Once the MRI is put into place it must be cooled with liquid helium so that it will
become superconducting. This causes significant contraction of the magnet wrapper
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and wires, also resulting in inhomogeneity. This source of inhomogeneity cannot be
predicted and can only be compensated for once the MRI has been set up in the
location in which it will be used. The practical result is that no field can be made
highly homogeneous without compensating for these imperfections on site.
To compensate for inhomogeneities in the main magnet, shimming coils are
used. The process of shimming is complex and can border on art rather than engineering. Other magnet coils and even pieces of metal may be added to make the static
field homogeneous. Shimming is an iterative process that usually consists of measuring the magnetic field over many points and having a computer figure out how to
shim the field. The computer generally tries to fit the measured field using spherical
harmonics then calculates what shim fields are required to remove the higher-order
harmonics. To check field homogeneity, a broadband pulse can be transmitted into
an imaging sample and the resulting signal frequency content analyzed. A perfectly
homogeneous field should result in a signal that consists of only a single frequency.
Perfect homogeneity is never achieved, but the process is continued until a target homogeneity is reached, usually on the order of parts per million over an imaging region
large enough for human subject. In effect, all MRI is inhomogeneous. The important
issue then is when does a static field become too inhomogeneous to be useful.
Another assumption required for the Fourier transform relationship to hold
is that the frequency-encoding gradient be perfectly linear. Any non-linearity in the
gradient will also impact imaging quality.
A less obvious assumption is that the transmit RF coil homogeneously illuminates the object being imaged. If not, protons in different positions will be excited
differently. The effect of this assumption will not be analyzed in this thesis.
Yet another assumption for the Fourier transform relationship to hold is that
the receive RF coil has a homogeneous sensitivity over the region of interest. If this
assumption does not hold, the image recovered will be the Fourier transform of the
initial magnetization weighted by the receiver sensitivity. This assumption is not as
critical as the others since a Fourier transform relationship will still exist, it will just
change what the relationship is between.
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Because data is sampled in the frequency domain in homogeneous MRI, care
must be taken to ensure k-space is sampled completely. This is another less-obvious
assumption in homogeneous MRI, but is nonetheless critical.
Finally, gradient fields are assumed to be parallel to the static field, although
the gradient itself may not be along the axis of the static field. This is usually a good
assumption for clinical imaging, but may not be for different types of magnets. The
effects of a gradient not parallel to the static field will be discussed in chapter 4.
3.1.2

Inhomogeneous MRI
In the inhomogeneous case, the static field is not assumed to be homogeneous,

gradients are not necessarily assumed to be linear, gradients are not necessarily in
the direction of the static field, and the receive coil need not be homogeneous.
The key assumption is that the magnetic field is known, as are the gradient
fields. If the receive coil is inhomogeneous, that inhomogeneity is assumed to be
known. This can be done by a high-precision translational stage and gaussmeter.
This may be problematic with an imprecise translational stage or gaussmeter, but
these are problematic in homogeneous MRI as well.
An important assumption for both cases is that there is sufficient sampling.
In the homogeneous case, since sampling is done in k-space, sampling must be done
appropriately so that k-space is covered as completely as possible. This will be shown
to depend on gradient strength, sampling timing, and number of samples taken. This
is a little more difficult to define for the inhomogeneous case and will be discussed
later.
3.2

Derivations
The derivation of imaging equations will proceed by looking at the signal that

is obtained on a receive coil and then deriving everything that is necessary to find
that signal. It is not the intent of this thesis to re-derive already accepted imaging
equations except when they differ in the inhomogeneous case.
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3.2.1

General case
The equation for the emf induced in a receive coil is given by [1]:
Z
d
~ (~r, t) · B
~ receive (~r)d3 r,
emf = −
M
dt sample

(3.1)

~ receive (~r) weights the magnetization, M
~ (~r, t), by the sensitivity of the receive
where B
coil. In homogeneous MRI, this is often assumed to be perfectly homogeneous along
the x̂ and or ŷ direction(s). In any case it is assumed to be known. This will be
shown below in the derivation of the homogeneous MRI equations. This equation can
be derived by starting at Faraday’s law of induction, then finding the flux through
the RF receive coil. The time derivative can often be ignored in calculation. It will
be shown later that it acts only to scale the equation.
It can be seen that to find the signal at any given time, the magnetization,
~ (~r, t), must be known. The behavior of this magnetization is modeled by the Bloch
M
equation. The general Bloch equation is given by
~
dM
~ ×B
~ ext + 1 (M
~0 −M
~ k) − 1 M
~ ⊥,
= γM
dt
T1
T2

(3.2)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio for the species being imaged. For hydrogen, this
~ ext is the magnetic field experienced by the proton density, M
~0
is 42.58 MHz/T. B
~ k is the
is the magnetization at equilibrium (in alignment with the static field), M
~ ⊥ is the magnetization transmagnetization along the external field direction, and M
verse to the external field direction. This equation is a pointwise equation, no spatial
~ k and M
~ ⊥ can be found by
relationship can be inferred from it alone. M

~⊥ = M
~ −M
~k
M

(3.3)

~ ~
~ 0.
~ k = M · B0 B
M
~
~
B0 · B0

(3.4)

~ ext = B
~0 + B
~ gradient + B
~ RF .
B

(3.5)

~ ext can be found as
B
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Also,
2
~ 0 = m0 B
~ 0,
~ 0 = ρ0 (γh̄) B
M
4kT

(3.6)

where ρ0 is the proton density of the sample being imaged, h̄ is Planck’s constant,
and k is Boltzmann’s constant.
The general Bloch equation can be turned into a matrix equation by first
~ k and M
~ ⊥.
substituting for M
~
dM
~ ×B
~ ext − 1 M
~ +
= γM
dt
T2

µ

1
1
−
T2 T1

¶ ~ ~
M · B0 ~
m0 ~
B0 +
B0 .
~0 · B
~0
T1
B

(3.7)

Noting that

~ ·B
~0
~T ~
~ ~
~ ~T
M
~ 0 = B0 M B
~0 = B
~ 0 B0 M = B0 B0 M
~,
B
~0 · B
~0
~ 0T B
~0
~ 0T B
~0
~ 0T B
~0
B
B
B
B
the Bloch equation can now be written as a matrix equation
~
dM
~ + m0 B
~ 0,
= AM
dt
T1
where



(3.8)

(3.9)


− T12

γBz −γBy
1
1



 T2 − T1 ~ ~ T
1
A =  −γBz − T
γBx  + ~ T ~ B0 B0 = A1 + A2 ,
2


B0 B0
γBy −γBx − T12

(3.10)

and
m0 ~
B0 .
T1

b=

(3.11)

Solving the Bloch equation gives an expression for the magnetization at any
time. This is what is used in the MRI signal equation. Unfortunately, solving this
equation is not that simple. If there are no gradient fields then a single expression
can describe the magnetization over time. This will not yield any spatial information,
however, so a different approach must be taken in the case that gradients are used.
Given that there are no field changes, A is not a function of time, and the solution
to the general Bloch equation is given by
£
¤
~ (t) = eA(t−t0 ) M
~ (t0 ) + eA(t−t0 ) − I A−1 b,
M
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(3.12)

if A has an inverse. In the case that A does not have an inverse,
#
"∞
X (t − t0 )n+1
~ (t) = eA(t−t0 ) M
~ (t0 ) +
b.
M
An
(n + 1)!
n=0

(3.13)

In most imaging situations, the pulse sequence can be viewed as piecewise
constant. This will introduce some error into the calculation, but will greatly simplify
computation. The alternative is to use an ODE solver when the gradients are changing
(when being switched on and off) or when the RF field is being applied. In the
piecewise constant approach, the chosen pulse sequence is divided into sections where
~ ext is constant and no RF pulse is being applied. To achieve better accuracy, more
B
pieces can be added. Figure 1.6 shows a typical pulse sequence and the one used for
simulations in this thesis. It can be seen that the pulse sequence is approximately
piecewise constant. There are 5 sections where the external magnetic field is constant.
An expression for each segment is created using the above equation (equation 3.12) to
solve for the magnetization at the end of that time segment, given the magnetization
at the beginning of that time segment.
The above equations can be used for either the homogeneous or inhomogeneous
case, regradless of gradient direction, as will be shown.
The piecewise constant solution is then plugged into the signal equation, equation 1.8. The next step is to find the matrix operator for the inhomogeneous case.
3.2.2

Finding an operator matrix
To find an operator matrix is a little tricky. For a 1D problem it is simplfied

considerably and a matrix is the actual result. For a 2D problem, a 4D tensor is the
result. To find an actual operator matrix this 4D tensor must be reshaped into a
matrix. This is done by vectorizing the input matrix or tensor and the output signal.
The solution for the magnetization at any time, for the piecewise constant
pulse sequence, was found previously as:
£
¤
M (t) = eA(t−t0 ) M (t0 ) + eA(t−t0 ) − I A−1 b,
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(3.14)

where A was given by equation 3.10. The time, t0 , can be arbitrarily defined. It
may be the point just after RF excitation, it may also be chosen to be the time just
after the frequency encoding gradient is turned on. For simulations contained in this
thesis, t0 is chosen to be the time when the positive frequency encoding gradient is
turned on.
For performing an SVD analysis of the inhomogeneous MRI operator, the
problem becomes one of finding the matrix that expresses the linear relationship
between what we are trying to recover and the data we collect. Given that our signal
in MRI is given by:

Z
signal =

M (r, t) · Breceive (r)d3 r.

(3.15)

First, for the 1-dimensional case, define t0 as the time just after RF excitation, t1
as the time when the negative gradient starts, and t2 as the time when the postive
gradient starts. Also let trn be the time of readout n.
For the general case, t0 is the time just after RF excitation, t1 is the starting
time for the phase-encoding gradient, t2 is the ending time of the phase-encoding
gradient, t3 is the beginning time of the frequency-encoding gradient, and t4 is the
starting point of the positive portion of the frequency encoding gradient. Also, trn is
the nth readout time.
It is important to decide what is the target for reconstruction. It may be
desired to obtain an image of just proton density, in which case, M (t0 ) would be
desirable. For now, the image we are trying to reconstruct is M (t4 ).
The signal is given by:
signal(n, k) = s(n, k) =

X

~ (i, j, n, k) · B
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y,
M

(3.16)

i,j

where n is the time index at which the given sample was taken, k is the phase encoding
step index, and i and j are the indices over the sample. Note that a third directional
index is not needed because a slice-select gradient is assumed to have been used to
get data into a 2D form. This may not be a good assumption for inhomogeneous MRI
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~ (i, j, n, k) yields
since it could be difficult to excite just a slice. Substituting for M
s(n, k) =

X

~ (i, j, t0 )
(eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) M

i,j

£
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y. (3.17)
+ eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B
Note that A(i, j, k) is a function of position and phase encoding gradient, but not
time. In order to find a solution to the Bloch equation, it was assumed that A does
~ (i, j, t0 )
not change over time. Notice also that b is only a function of position and M
is only a function of position. this last equation can be rewritten as
s(n, k) =

X
i,j

+

~ (i, j, t0 )) · B
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y
(eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) M

X £
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y. (3.18)
( eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B
i,j

~ (i, j, t0 ) into its components yields
Separating M
s(n, k) =

X

(eAx (i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) Mx (i, j, t0 ) + eAy (i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) My (i, j, t0 )

i,j

+ eAz (i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) Mz (i, j, t0 )) · B rec (i, j)∆x∆y
X £
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y. (3.19)
+
( eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B
i,j

This equation can be simplified by indexing the x̂, ŷ, and ẑ components of A and M
as shown below,
s(n, k) =

X

(eA(i,j,k,p)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) Mx (i, j, t0 , p)) · B rec (i, j)∆x∆y

i,j,p

+

X £
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y, (3.20)
( eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B
i,j

~ . The x̂ component of
where p indexes the x̂, ŷ, and ẑ components of A and M
~.
A(i, j, k) is defined to be the column of A that multiplies the x̂ component of M
Now, M (i, j, t0 , p) is a scalar. The dot product can also be expressed as a sum by
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adding another index, q, as shown below,
s(n, k) =

X

eA(i,j,k,p,q)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) M (i, j, t0 , p)B rec (i, j, q)∆x∆y

i,j,p,q

+

X £
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y. (3.21)
( eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B
i,j

Now, B rec (i, j, q) is a scalar so the order of multiplication can be switched. Also, to
simplify the derivation, the second sum can be called a constant term, D since all its
elements are known and since it is not a function of M (i, j, t0 , p). The equation for
the signal them becomes:
s(n, k)

=

∆x∆y

X

eA(i,j,k,p,q)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) B rec (i, j, q)M (i, j, t0 , p) + D, (3.22)

i,j,p,q

where
D=

X £
¤
~ rec (i, j)∆x∆y.
( eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) − I A(i, j, k)−1 b(i, j)) · B

(3.23)

i,j

In this equation, s is a matrix, M is a three-dimensional tensor, and the middle
term, later to be defined as Q, is a five-dimensional tensor. To use the power of linear
algebra and SVD analysis, it is desirable to cast this equation into a matrix equation.
It is desirable to find the operator matrix so that an SVD analysis can be performed
on it to ascertain the feasibility of the inverse problem. First let s(n, k) be vectorized
as a column vector of Nn Nk elements, where Nn is the number of samples of data
taken and Nk is the number of phase-encoding steps used. Then define Q as
Q = ∆x∆y

X

eA(i,j,k,p,q)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) B rec (i, j, q).

(3.24)

i,j,p,q

Let M (i, j, t0 , p) also be vectorized into a column vector that is 3Nx Ny elements long,
where Nx is the number of points across the x̂ dimension, Ny is the number of points
~ . Now, if Q
across the ŷ dimension, and the 3 comes from the three components of M
is to be turned into a matrix, it must have the same number of rows as the vectorized
S and the same number of columns as the number of rows in the vectorized M .
Now the signal equation will be of the following form
S = ΦM + D,
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(3.25)

where





s(0, 0)


 s(0, 1)

..


.


S =  s(0, Nk )


 s(1, 0)


..

.

s(Nn , Nk ),


















(3.26)

and




Φ(0, 0)
Φ(1, 0)
Φ(2, 0)


 Φ(0, 1)
Φ(1, 1)
Φ(2, 1)


Φ =  Φ(0, 2)
Φ(1, 2)
Φ(2, 2)


..

.

Φ(0, Nn Nk ) Φ(1, Nn Nk ) Φ(2, Nn Nk )

...
...
...

...

Φ(Nx Ny , 0)



Φ(Nx Ny , 1) 


Φ(Nx Ny , 2)  ,




Φ(Nx Ny , Nn Nk )

(3.27)

where
~ recT (i, j)eA(i,j,k)(ts +n∆t−t0 ) ,
Φ(I, K) = B

(3.28)

and

I = iNy + j

(3.29)

K = nNk + k,

(3.30)
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so
(3.31)
i = floor(I/Ny )
j = remainder(I/Ny )
n = floor(K/Nk )
j = remainder(K/Nk ).

This is used to simplify the notation in equation 3.27. It is worth noting
that this matrix will become massive rather quickly as problem size increases. This
is the inherent trade-off in inhomogeneous imaging: hardware is simplified at the
expense of processing complexity. Large problems may be intractable without special
processing techniques, or wihtout serious computing power. With the rapid advance
of computers, however, this may well be a good trade-off.
Also, M in equation 3.25 is given by


M (0, 0, t0 , 0)

 


~ (0, 0, t0 )
 M (0, 0, t0 , 1) 
M

 

  ~
 M (0, 0, t0 , 2)   M
(0, 1, t0 )

 

  ~
 M (0, 1, t0 , 0)   M (0, Ny , t0 )

 
..
..

 
M=
=
.
.

 

  ~
 M (0, Ny , t0 , 2)   M (1, 0, t0 )

 

 
..
 M (1, 0, t0 , 0)  
.

 


..
~ (Nx , Ny , t0 )


.
M


M (Nx , Ny , t0 , 2)



 


~
  M (0, t0 )
 
  M
~ (1, t0 )
 
=
..
 
.
 


~ (Nx Ny , t0 )
M








.




(3.32)

For the homogeneous case with the static field in the ẑ direction, the Bloch equation
is given by: [1]

~
dM
~ ×B
~ ext + 1 (M0 − Mz )ẑ − 1 M
~ ⊥,
= γM
dt
T1
T2

using equation 3.29. D is as discussed previously.
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(3.33)

Figure 3.1: Matrix operator for homogeneous case

Now we have a matrix equation that expresses a linear relationship between
the measured data, S, and the desired reconstruction, M. We also have an operator
matrix,Φ, that can be analyzed by the methods discussed in chapter 4 [1]. One of the
matrices obtained using this approach is shown in figure 3.1
3.2.3

Homogeneous MRI
The homogeneous MRI case results in a Fourier transform relationship. This

will be shown in the following derivation. For the homogeneous case with the static
field in the ẑ direction, the Bloch equation is given by equation 3.33 and is given
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again below [1]:
~
dM
~ ×B
~ ext + 1 (M0 − Mz )ẑ − 1 M
~ ⊥.
= γM
dt
T1
T2

(3.34)

This equation can be broken down into its three components as follows [1]
dMz
M0 − Mz
=
dt
T1
Mx
dMx
= ω0 My −
dt
T2
dMy
My
.
= −ω0 Mx −
dt
T2

(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)

These component equations have the following solutions in the static field case[1]
Mx (t) = e−t/T2 (Mx (0) cos ω0 t + My (0) sin ω0 t)

(3.38)

My (t) = e−t/T2 (My (0) cos ω0 t − Mx (0) sin ω0 t)

(3.39)

Mz (t) = Mz (0)e−t/T1 + M0 (1 − e−t/T1 ).

(3.40)

In the case of a constant static field with a constant gradient (assuming the gradient
field lies in the same direction as the static field), these equations become
Mx (t) = e−t/T2 (Mx (0) cos(γ(B0 + BG )t) + My (0) sin(γ(B0 + BG )t))

(3.41)

My (t) = e−t/T2 (My (0) cos(γ(B0 + BG )t) − Mx (0) sin(γ(B0 + BG )t))

(3.42)

Mz (t) = Mz (0)e−t/T1 + M0 (1 − e−t/T1 ).

(3.43)

If M+ (t) is defined as M+ (t) = Mx (t) + jMy (t), the solution for M+ (t) becomes
M+ (t) = ejγ(B0 +BG )t−t/T2 M+ (0),

(3.44)

[1] where BG is the field contributed by the gradients. Essentially, BG = BGx +
BGy + BGz . Because a slice select gradient was used in the selected pulse sequence,
BGz = 0 (this is equivalent to an indicator function in the imaging equation, turning
a 3D problem into a 2D problem. This will make more sense in the context of
the projections method discussed later in this chapter.), and BG = BGx + BGy .
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Plugging equation 3.44 into the signal equation and further assuming that B receive is
a quadrature receiver with homogeneous receive sensitivity in x̂ and ŷ yields
Z
Z
d
d
3
emf = −
M+ (t)d r = −
ejγ(B0 +BGx +BGy )t−t/T2 M+ (t)d2 r
(3.45)
dt
dt
ZZ
d
ejγB0 t ejγBGy t ejγBGx t e−t/T2 M+ (0)dxdy
(3.46)
=−
dt
·
¸
ZZ
d jγB0 t −t/T2
jγBGy t jγBGx t
=−
e
e
e
e
(3.47)
M+ (0)dxdy ,
dt
where the integral is only over two dimensions because of the slice-select gradient.
Adding the spatial variation of the gradients yields
·
¸
ZZ
d jγB0 t −t/T2
jγGy yt jγGx xt
emf = −
e
e
e
e
M+ (~r, 0)dxdy ,
dt

(3.48)

where Gy and Gx are the gradient strengths per unit distance. Defining kx = γGx t
and ky = γGy t and rearranging terms yields
·
¸
ZZ
d jγB0 t −t/T2
jky y jkx x
e
e
M+ (x, y, 0)e e
dxdy .
emf = −
dt

(3.49)

Now in this expression, the integral term is the 2D Fourier transform of M+ (x, y, 0),
e−t/T2 is a decay term which is approximately constant over a short enough sampling
period, ejγB0 t is a modulation term that is removed by demodulation. The time
derivative is typically ignored because it just scales the Fourier transform, since none
of the terms in the intergral is a function of time.
This is how the Fourier transform relationship is obtained in MRI. The assumptions that were made became obvious in the derivation. The homogeneity of
the static field meant the exponential term with B0 in it could be pulled out of the
integral. Linear gradients allowed the gradients to be expressed as a linear function
of position which was required for the Fourier transform relationhsip to hold. The
homogeneity of the receive coil was also assumed and simplified the result. A Fourier
transform relationship would still have existed with an inhomogeneous receive coil,
just between a distorted M+ (0) and the signal.These assumptions were all essential
for the Fourier transform relationship to hold.
Equation 3.49 can be generalized to the case where instead of a slice-select
gradient a second phase-encoding gradient is applied. This results in the imaging
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equation presented in the introductory chapter, which is[1]
ZZZ
s(kx , ky , kz ) =
ρ(x, y, z)e−j2π(kx x+ky y+kz z) dxdydz = F[ρ(x, y, z)].
3.3

(3.50)

Projections method
The idea behind the projections method is to use an inhomogeneous field to

selectively excite regions in an object being imaged. The entire object is imaged by
varying the applied frequency, then moving the object. This is similar to CT except
that the object, not the imaging source is being moved. If a forward problem can
be implemented that is linear, an operator matrix can be found that represents the
forward problem, and the corresponding inverse problem can be attempted. Analysis
of the operator matrix will show the feasibility of the inverse problem, as discussed
previously.
The first thing to note in this imaging approach is that only one or no gradients
are used. The more inhomogeneous the field, the stronger the gradient needs to be.
The purpose of the gradient, if it is used, is to reduce a three-dimensional problem
into a two-dimensional problem. It essentially acts as a slice-select gradient does in
homogeneous MRI. Alternately, if the gradient is not strong enough to act as a sliceselect gradient, it can be used merely to alter the projection, helping to provide more
information about the object being imaged without moving the object.
3.3.1

Imaging equation for the projection approach
For this derivation it will be assumed that the RF transmit and RF receive

coils are both linear and not quadrature since this is the setup in the Biomedical
Imaging Lab. Linear means only a single transmit and a single receive coil will be
used, rather than two coils that are 90 degrees apart from each other, which is a
quadrature setup. In a quadrature transmitter, the signal is transmitted on one
coil and the same signal with a 90 degree phase shift is transmitted on the other.
Similarly, for a receive quadrature configuration, the signals from the two coils are
either added together (with a 90 degree phase shift on one of the coils) or the signals
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are demodulated, digitized, and processed separately. As mentioned elsewhere, a
√
quadrature configuration has the advantage of requiring a 2 less transmit power
√
while giving a 2 better SNR, but requires extra hardware. The equation for the
induced emf in a receive coil was given previously as
Z
d
~ (~r, t) · B
~ receive (~r)d3 r.
emf = −
M
dt sample

(3.51)

This equation can be altered to include the effect of selective excitation by adding an
indicator function that indicates which region of the sample has been excited. It will
be one where excitation occurs and zero everywhere else. The equation then becomes
Z
d
~ (~r, t) · B
~ receive (~r) · I(~r, t)d3 r.
emf = −
M
(3.52)
dt sample
Because no gradients are in use during the pulse sequence, the solution for M (t) is a
simple one and is given by the static field solution with B0 now a function of position
Mx (~r, t) = e−t/T2 (Mx (~r, 0) cos(γB0 (~r)t) + My (~r, 0) sin(γB0 (~r)t))

(3.53)

My (~r, t) = e−t/T2 (My (~r, 0) cos(γB0 (~r)t) + Mx (~r, 0) sin(γB0 (~r)t))

(3.54)

Mz (~r, t) = Mz (~r, 0)e−t/T1 + M0 (~r)(1 − e−t/T1 ),

(3.55)

or, using the complex magnetization introduced earlier
M+ (~r, t) = e−jγB0 (~r)−t/T2 M+ (~r, 0).

(3.56)

Assuming a receive coil sensitivity that is homogeneous in only x̂ yields an expression
for the expected signal, given by
Z
d
signal(freq, pos) ≡ s(f, p) = −
Mx (~r − r~p , t) · I(~r, t)d3 r
(3.57)
dt
Z
d
=−
[e−t/T2 (Mx (~r − r~p , 0) cos(γB0 (~r)t) + My (~r, 0) sin(γB0 (~r)t))] · I(~r, t)d3 r,
dt
(3.58)
where ~rp is a vector of positions to which the object being imaged is moved. This
expression simplifies in the case of a linear RF transmit coil. In that case, My (~r, 0) = 0
and the equation becomes
Z
d
s(f, p) = −
e−t/T2 (Mx (~r − r~p , 0) cos(γB0 (~r)t)) · I(~r, t)d3 r,
dt
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(3.59)

which can be discretized to yield
s(f, p) = −

X
1
e−t/T2 (l,m,n) (Mx (l − rp (l, 1), m − rp (m, 2), n − rp (n, 3), 0)
∆x∆y∆z l,m,n

cos(γB0 (l, m, n)t)) · I(l, m, n, t).

(3.60)

The forward problem can be easily implemented assuming the indicator function can
be calculated, a map of B0 is available, and T2 (~r) may be known. The indicator function can be found from the field map given an excitation bandwidth. This expression
is linear in its dependence on Mx (~r, 0) and My (~r, 0) so a matrix operator exists that
relates this magnetization (once it has been vectorized) to the detected signal. This
matrix operator is unknown, but can be found using delta function inputs to the
forward problem. This technique will be used in chapter 4 to find a matrix operator
for general inhomogeneous imaging.
The matrix equation for this imaging technique is given by
S = AM,
where





S=




(3.61)


s(1, 1)
s(1, 2)
..
.




,




(3.62)

s(Nf , Np )
and












M=








Mx (1, 1, 1)
Mx (1, 1, 2)
..
.
Mx (1, 2, 1)
..
.
Mx (2, 1, 1)









.








(3.63)

Mx (Nx , Ny , Nz )
A is some matrix with Nx Ny Nz columns and Nf Np rows that is to be determined.
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To find A, the forward problem is first implemented using equation 3.58.
The input to this forward problem is Mx (~r, 0), which is the magnetization just after
excitation. Delta function inputs are used to find the columns of A. If the input to
the forward problem is







M=




1
0
..
.




,




(3.64)

0
then the output vector is just the first column of A. This process can be repeated
by changing the location of the impulse in Mx (~r, 0) to find each of the columns of A.
Once A has been found, an SVD analysis can be performed to ascertain the feasibility
of the inverse problem.
It is important to note the requirements for performing this imaging technique.
The shifts in position of the object being imaged must be known precisely. With a
high-precision translational stage this is not a problem. Stage resolution can be
in the micron range whereas imaging resolution may be a few orders of magnitude
higher, perhaps around 1mm. The second requirement is an accurate field map of the
magnet being used for imaging so that, given an excitation frequency, the indicator
function used in equation 3.58 can be determined precisely. This depends again on
the resolution of the translational stage used for field mapping and the accuracy of
the gaussmeter used.
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Chapter 4

Inhomogeneous MRI simulations
Simulations were performed in MATLAB to analyze the feasibility of inhomogeneous field MRI for both imaging techniques already presented. First, the simulation methods used are presented, followed by simulation results for both imaging
methods. The goal of these simulations is to find an operator matrix, for the given
imaging system, that can be analyzed using an SVD analysis. The implementation
of the inverse problem is also discussed.
4.1

Implementation
The previous chapter discusses the hardware for data collection. Chapter 2

presents the derivations for the forward problem of MRI, that is, given a proton
density that is a function of position, find the resulting signal for a general MRI
system. Here, the implementation of these equations in MATLAB is presented and
discussed.
4.1.1

Supporting code
Supporting code was written to generate arbitrary sized field maps, proton

densities for imaging, and T1 and T2 maps. Code was also written to generate a
field map from measurements taken on the Biomedical Imaging lab’s magnet. For
the projections case, an indicator function script was written that returns a mask of
areas of an object being imaged that will be excited given a range of frequencies and
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a field map. These methods will not be discussed in detail in this thesis, but are
included as an appendix with a brief explanation of function.
4.1.2

First method
To actually implement the forward problem, a number of approaches can be

taken. The entire problem can be solved using the analytic solution given earlier.
Using this approach the magnetization is solved for every time a gradient changes.
The pulse sequence is assumed to be piecewise constant so that the magnetization
just has to be solved for when the gradients change.
In a standard pulse sequence, in which a slice is excited using and RF pulse
and slice-select gradient, a phase-encoding gradient is added a short time later, and
a frequency-encoding gradient is first inverted then added as a non-inverted pulse
during readout, this will translate to solving for the magnetization at 5 times. First,
the magnetization just after RF excitation, at time t0 , is assumed to be rotated 90
degrees from the static magnetization. This is the simplest way of simulating an RF
pulse. Next, the magnetization must be found just as the phase-encoding gradient
turns on, at time t1 . Then it is found as the phase encoding gradient turns off, at
time t2 . It is found again when the inverting frequency-encoding gradient is applied
at time t3 . The magnetization is then found at time t4 , the time at which the positive
frequency-encoding gradient is applied.
Once the magnetization at time t4 is found, the magnetization at each sample
time must be found. The construction of the forward problem will then depend on
which time the reconstruction of the magnetization is desired. This will determine
whether an image will be T1 or T2 weighted, which will affect image contrast.
For the first method a piece-wise constant pulse sequence was assumed. This
is the same pulse sequence that is discussed in the introductory chapter, except that
no phase-encoding gradient is used since the simulated problem is one-dimensional.
It was mentioned earlier that assuming ideal use of a slice-select gradient is
not practical for inhomogeneous MRI. Instead of exciting a slice, some other oddshaped region will be excited due to field inhomogeneity. This can be overcome by
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using a second phase-encoding gradient in the typical slice-select direction. This is a
technique commonly used in present MRI.
Another approach is to use a differential equations solver to find the magnetization. This can be done only for times during which gradients are changing or
during which and RF pulse is being applied or for the entire pulse sequence. If M (t4 )
is to be reconstructed, then an ODE solver could be used in the forward problem to
find M (t4 ) and the analytic solution applied after that point. The ODE solver will
be slower in most cases, but takes less thought. The ODE solver was not used to
solve the general MRI problem, but was used to implement a baseline comparison
simulation.
Baseline comparison
To ensure validity of results for this inhomogeneous MRI imaging method a
baseline simulation was performed using an ODE solver to solve the homogeneous
MRI problem. As mentioned previously, the result of this problem is a Fourier transform relationship between the signal and the magnetization being reconstructed. To
verify that the matrix obtained from this simulation was indeed a Fourier matrix, it
was compared with an n × n analytic Fourier matrix, Fn , with entries given by [13]
Fjk = e2πijk/n .

(4.1)

The system matrix was found using the delta function input technique discussed previously. That is, a magnetization size is chosen (say, 32 elements). Then
the forward problem is called with a single non-zero entry. The resulting signal is a
column in the operator matrix. If the nth entry in the input column vector is 1, then
the resulting signal will be the nth column of the operator matrix. The matrix found
using the homogeneous ODE simulation is given in figure 4.1. The Fourier matrix
of the same size is given in figure 4.2. It can be seen that the two matrices are very
similar. In fact, the matrix found using the ODE solver is the same as the Fourier
matrix, just shifted. This shift does not change the basis vectors so the matrix is
pretty much a Fourier matrix. There is some problem with the entries at the edge
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Figure 4.1: ODE operator matrix

of the matrix, however. It was noticed that an input vector with first or last entries
that were non-zero could not be perfectly reconstructed. To solve this problem the
input vector must have zeros for the first and last entry. This same problem was also
observed in the inhomogeneous imaging operator matrices found. Consequently, the
entries on the left and right edge of the operator matrix are ignored. This problem
also affect two of the singular values of the matrix, as will be shown.
The second step used to verify that the operator matrix found using the homogeneous ODE simulation is a Fourier matrix is to look at the singular values. A true
Fourier matrix will have singular values that are all the same size. This is indeed the
case, ignoring the two singular values due to the edge effect discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Figure 4.3 shows the singular values of the operator matrix found using
the ODE simulation. Figure 4.4 shows the singular values of a Fourier matrix that is
the same size as the operator matrix found.
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Figure 4.2: 256x256 Fourier matrix

Figure 4.3: 256x256 Fourier matrix
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Figure 4.4: Singular values for a 100x100 Fourier matrix

Inhomogeneous imaging verification and simulation
The first simulation done was to verify that the equations derived in chapter
2 are valid. The magnetization found using the piece-wise constant assumption was
compared to that found using the ODE simulation at the same times, using the same
pulse sequence.
One problem in comparing the two, however, is that the simulation done using
the ODE solver was done in a rotating reference frame. The reference frame rotates
at the precessional frequency of the protons being imaged. This greatly speeds up the
ODE simulation and in effect demodulates the obtaining signal. The signal obtained
using the inhomogeneous simulator was not automatically demodulated. The result is
that the phases of the two simulations can’t really be compared. The magnitudes were
compared instead. Also, the phase of both simulations was analyzed independently
to see that the phase accumulation was linear. In both cases this held true. Figure
4.5 and figure 4.6 show the magnetization at the same time (at the beginning of the
inverting gradient) for the inhomogeneous and ODE simulators respectively. Figures
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Figure 4.5: |M (t3)|, inhomogeneous simulator

Figure 4.6: Mx (t3 ) ODE simulator result

4.7 and 4.8 show the magnetizations from the same two simulators are the time
sampling starts. It may be noticed that all four of these pictures are the same.
That is because the chosen T2 time for the simulation was relatively long, .5 second,
whereas sampling began at 26 µseconds. This is too quick to allow for any decay, so
the pictures look the same.
The matrix operators found for both the ODE simulator and the inhomogeneous simulator were also compared. They were both found to be the same (except
the first and last columns and a shift) when the homogeneous case was simulated
with both simulators. The matrix found for the homogeneous case using the inhomogeneous simulator is shown in figure 4.9.
Once the simulator’s performance was verified, simulations of inhomogeneous
MRI could be performed. These produced some surprising results. The first of these
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Figure 4.7: |M (t3 )|, inhomogeneous simulator

Figure 4.8: Mx (t4 ) ODE simulator result

Figure 4.9: Matrix operator, inhomogeneous simulator result
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Figure 4.10: Singular values for 32 point simulation

Figure 4.11: Singular values for 50 point simulation, altered field

was done using the field map obtained from the biomedical imaging lab’s magnet.
The second set of simulations was performed with a contrived field with a linear
inhomogeneity.
It is not instructive to look at the operator matrices for this case, so only
the singular values will be shown. Since the simulation being performed was onedimensional, several areas from the lab’s magnet fieldmap were used. The results
proved to be highly sensitive to changes in the field. Figure 4.10 shows the singular
values for a 32 point simulation The condition number for this matrix is on the order
of 104 . Figure 4.11 shows the singular values for a 50 point simulation using a different
field. The condition number for this matrix is higher than the previous case, about
105 . These singular values show that the inverse problem is feasible, but definitely
not as easy as the homogeneous case.
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Figure 4.12: Singular values 1 percent linear inhomogeneity

The singular values obtained from a simulation with a 1 percent linear inhomogeneity are shown in figure 4.12. This matrix is readily invertible.
Inverse problem
Implementing the forward problem is the main part of implementing the inverse problem. Most inverse problem techniques use the forward problem to iteratively solve the inverse problem. In a situation where the forward problem is ill-posed
(i.e. when singular values drop off rapidly), more information than just the forward
problem is needed. This information serves as a prior or a penalty function for finding
a Bayesian estimate of the system input.
For medical imaging, a good prior is a smoothing penalty functional. It is
reasonable to assume that tissue doesn’t change proton density very rapidly since
people tend to be somewhat soft and tissues don’t rapidly change properties over a
small region. If there is a rapid change in tissue proton density, this constraint will
smooth that transition.
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The inverse problem can be implemented using a conjugate gradient method
or any other numerical solving technique.
4.1.3

Projections method
The projections method was implemented by looping over excitation frequen-

cies, finding an indicator function, looping over positions, and then finding the resulting signal for a 2D proton density. The operator matrix for this method was found
using the delta function input idea used for the imaging method presented previously.
There is no baseline to compare this method to since it is fundamentally different from
homogeneous MRI. Simulations were compared with different parameters, however,
to see if they followed expected behavior.
The variables in this simulation are the number of excitation frequencies to
use (essentially the excitation bandwidth) and the number of positions to which the
imaging sample is moved. The number of excitation frequencies (or frequency steps)
is defined as the number of divisions made between the lowest and highest frequency
needed to excite the entire sample. This range is divided into contiguous bandwidths
which are then used to selectively excite the sample. It would be expected that moving
the object to more positions would provide more information, and thus provide a
slower drop off of singular values. Similarly, decreasing the excitation bandwidth
should have the same effect. Figure 4.13 shows the singular values obtained for three
different simulations. The first used 20 different RF excitations and moved the object
to 25 different positions in the magnet. This is the bottom line shown in the figure.
The second, dotted, line are the singular values obtained using 25 frequencies for
excitation and 49 positions. The third simulation (top line) used 35 frequency steps
and 100 positions. The condition number for this case was about 20. This produced
a readily invertible matrix for all three cases.
The question naturally arises, are both the excitation bandwidth and number of positions the imaging sample is moved to important. Is one more important
than the other. Figure 4.14 shows the results of moving the sample to 400 different
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Figure 4.13: Singular values for three different projection cases

positions, but using only one excitation frequency. This problem is not invertible.
Clearly, multiple frequency steps are vital to useful imaging.
Figure 4.15 shows the singular values for the case in which 50 frequency steps
were used and only 25 positions. This matrix had a condition number of 17. Again,
readily invertible. So it seems that the number of frequency steps used is more
important than the number of positions to which the sample is moved. Figure 4.16
shows the case with no moving of the sample, using 30 frequency steps.
It is somewhat surprising that the results of this method are so good. There’s
no need to throw out current MRI because there are some significant trade-offs to
using this technique. The first is imaging time. 50 frequency steps with 25 positions
means 1250 excitations. If a long TE is used, this could take a long time, perhaps 1
second per excitation. The second trade-off is processing time. Processing the simple
examples used for these simulations took up to 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.14: Singular values for 1 frequency step

Figure 4.15: Singular values for 25 positions, 50 frequency steps
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Figure 4.16: Singular values for no moving, 35 frequency steps

4.2

Simulation results
The results of the inhomogeneous imaging method presented first in this chap-

ter are somewhat encouraging. Imaging is possible in an inhomogeneous field, although not ideal. One of the main problems with this technique that can probably
be solved is that of k-space coverage. Although k-space can’t be discussed for the
inhomogeneous case, there is some analog to it. The operation of the gradients will
probably have to be altered to provide adequate coverage of this space.
The second imaging method produced surprising results. It was expected that
because no gradients are used in this technique, it would be a more difficult inverse
problem. It turns out to be the better of the two in simulation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
This thesis has presented derivations for two different inhomogeneous MRI
techniques. For the first case, the resulting imaging equations showed that not only
is an inhomogeneous field allowable, but arbitrary gradients as well. The design
and development of some of the required hardware for such imaging has also been
presented. Finally, simulations were introduced and discussed. These simulations
found the operator matrix for both inhomogeneous imaging strategies and discussed
and SVD analysis of these strategies. The SVD analysis showed both imaging methods
to be invertible, although some a priori knowledge may be required.
These imaging techniques can be used to augment homogeneous MRI, possibly
reduce or eliminate the need for shimming, and do imaging in otherwise impossible
situations. They trade hardware cost for processing complexity and, in the case of
projection imaging, added imaging time.
The next step for this research is to complete full three-dimensional simulations
for both imaging methods. The role of gradients in inhomogeneous imaging needs
to be more fully explored as well. For the hardware, once it is complete, an NMR
experiment should be performed, mainly to test for a signal. Then the projections
imaging approach should be attempted. Finally, once gradient hardware has been
acquired, full-gradient, inhomogeneous imaging can be attempted.
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Appendix A

MATLAB code
find matrix.m

A.1

function [AAA]=find_matrix(func,po_size,trans,params)
% AAA=find_matrix(func,params,po_size)
%% params are the parameters to be passed to func, func is the
% function to use to
%% evaluate the forward problem.

po_size is the proton density

% size (number of elements)
%% trans=1 tells this function the function being called expects
% a row vector instead of a column
%%

vector

% This function calls func with several delta function inputs
% in order to find the operator matrix
%% for the forward problem defined by func.

if nargin==2
trans=0;
end

po=zeros(po_size,1);
thebar=waitbar(0,’Calculating operator matrix columns’);
for k=1:length(po)
%k
po(k)=1;
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if nargin==4
if trans==1
[sig_temp]=feval(func,po.’,params);
else
[sig_temp]=feval(func,po,params);
end
else
%figure(9)
%plot(po)
if trans==1
[sig_temp]=feval(func,po.’);
else
[sig_temp]=feval(func,po);
end
end
%size(sig_temp)
if trans==1
AAA(:,k)=sig_temp.’;
else
AAA(:,k)=sig_temp;
end
po(k)=0;
waitbar(k/length(po),thebar);

end

close(thebar);

A.2

findAb.m

function [A,b]=findAb(Bo,T1,T2,Bg,po,gamma,T)
% [A,b]=findAb(Bo,T1,T2,Bg,po,gamma,T)
% This function finds the A matrix for use in the general matrix Bloch
equation FOR A SINGLE POINT
% Bo should be a 1x3 column vector giving the x, y, and z components of
the static magnetic field.
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% T1, and T2 are scalars that give the T1 and T2 decay time constants
% Bg is a 1x3 column vector giving the x, y, and z components of the
gradient field at the given point
% po is the proton density at the given point
% gamma is just the gyromagnetic ratio of the species being imaged
(optional, default=2*pi*42.58e6)
% T is the temperature at which the simulation is to be performed
(optional, default=300K)

% Constants
hbar=1.05e-34;
k=1.38e-23;

if nargin==5
gamma=2*pi*42.58e6;
T=300;
elseif nargin==6
T=300;
end

mo=po*gamma.^2*hbar.^2/k/T.*Bo;
B=Bo+Bg; % Total field at the given point
A1=[[-1/T2 gamma*B(3) -gamma*B(2)]’ [-gamma*B(3) -1/T2 gamma*B(1)]’...
[gamma*B(2) -gamma*B(1) -1/T2]’]’;
A2=(1/T2-1/T1)/(Bo.’*Bo).*(Bo*Bo.’);
A=A1+A2;
b=mo./T1;

fourier matrix.m

A.3

function F=fourier_matrix(n)
% F=fourier_matrix(n)
% This function generates an n x n Fourier matrix.
i=sqrt(-1);
%n=4;
for j=0:n-1
for k=0:n-1
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F(k+1,j+1)=exp(2*pi*i*j*k/n);
end
end

A.4

generate Bo.m

function [Bo,Bx,By,Bz]=generate_Bo(dx,homo,Dx,Dy,Dz,fieldstrength,
halbach,breakdown)
% [Bo,Bx,By,Bz]=generate_Bo(dx,homo,Dx,Dy,Dz,fieldstrength,halbach,
breakdown)
% This function creates an inhomogeneous static field
% y is viewed to be the vertical axis, x is across the bore, and z is
along the bore
%

z points in the static field direction.

This function works when

creating a cube
%

magnetic field map, but needs to be tweaked for a non-cubic map.

% breakdown is a vector of three elements that gives the relative strengths
%of the x, y, and z inhomogeneities
%

(i.e. how much of the inhomogeneity is in each of the components of

Bo

% Bo is a debugging output.

Bx, By, and Bz are the fields

% halbach tells whether the magnet is a Halbach array or not (if so,
% Bo is vertical, transverse to the bore)
if nargin==5
fieldstrength=1;
halbach=1;
breakdown=[1/3 1/3 1/3];
elseif nargin==6
halbach=1;
breakdown=[1/3 1/3 1/3];
elseif nargin==7
breakdown=[1/3 1/3 1/3];
end

% Takes care of case that the number of points to be used is passed in
% instead of the physical dimensions
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%% NOTE: With this section of code a Bo larger than 1m cannot be
%simulated.
if Dx > 1
Dx=dx*(Dx-1);
end
if Dy > 1
Dy=(Dy-1)*dx;
end
if Dz > 1
Dz=(Dz-1)*dx;
end
if Dx==1
Dx=dx;
end
if Dy==1
Dy=dx;
end
if Dz==1
Dz=dx;
end

% Parts of program
% 1. Idiot-proofing
% 2. Set up axes
% 3. Create Box, Boy, Boz
%

-

Create vectors that describe Bo(x,y,z)_(x,y,z) (the x,y, and z

% behaviors of each field)
%

-

meshgrid x and y components

%

-

loop over z and create output

%
% Must remember if homogeneity is to meet specificied homogeneity,some
thought must be put into
%

generating the axes.

The axes will also vary from Box to Boy and

to Boz
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distancey=0:dx:Dy/2;
if length(distancey)>1
d2=[distancey(length(distancey):-1:2) distancey];
yy=d2*(homo/max(d2)); % now d2 is from -sqrt(homo):sqrt(homo)
else d2=0;
end

distancez=0:dx:Dz/2;
if length(distancez)>1
distancez=[distancez(length(distancez):-1:2) distancez];
zz=distancez*(homo/max(distancez));
else z=0;
end

distancex=0:dx:Dx/2;
if length(distancex)>1
distancex=[distancex(length(distancex):-1:2) distancex];
xx=distancex*(homo/max(distancex));
else x=0;
end

% Case for Halbach array, where Bo is directed in the vertical direct%ion
% Create By (vertical, tranverse to bore)
y=breakdown(2).*yy;
x=breakdown(2).*xx;
z=breakdown(2).*zz;
tempy=y.^2+fieldstrength; % d2^2 is the inhomogeneity, added to the
% homogeneous portion
tempx=x.^2+1;
tempz=(1-(z.^4));
[X,Y]=meshgrid(tempx,tempy);
for index=1:length(tempz)
By(:,:,index)=X.*Y.*tempz(index);
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end

% Calculate Bx ( horizontal , transverse to bore)
y=breakdown(1).*yy;
x=breakdown(1).*xx;
z=breakdown(1).*zz;
mask=[-1*ones(1,round(length(x)/2)-1) ones(1,round(length(x)/2))];
tempx=abs(x.^3).*mask;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(tempx,(abs(y.^3)).’);
[YY,XX]=meshgrid(mask,(abs(y.^3)).’);
tempxx=X.*Y.*YY;

for index=1:length(tempz)
Bx(:,:,index)=tempxx.*tempz(index);
end

% Create Bz (just y^4) (along bore)
y=breakdown(3).*yy;
x=breakdown(3).*xx;
z=breakdown(3).*zz;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(ones(size(x)),ones(size(y)).’);
tempzz=X.*Y;
tempz=1+z.^4;
for index=1:length(tempz)
Bz(:,:,index)=tempzz.*tempz(index);
end
%Bz=Bz-1;
%if halbach==1
Bo=tempz;

A.5

MRI gradient.m

function G=MRI_gradient(strength,dx,sizeG,dir)
% G=MRI_gradient(strength,dx,sizeG,dir)
% This function creates a gradient field
% Strength should be in mT/meter
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% Step size in each direction must be the same
% dir=1 L-R gradient (x), dir=2, vertical gradient (y), dir==3 into
%bore (z)

strength=strength/1000;
temp=strength.*dx.*sizeG;
if sizeG(1)>1 % means more than one row of data
stepy=strength.*dx; %%%%%
gradienty=0:stepy:temp(1);
gradienty=gradienty-temp(1)/2;
else
gradienty=0;
end
if sizeG(2)>1 % More than one column of data
stepx=strength.*dx;
gradientx=0:stepx:temp(2);
gradientx=gradientx-temp(2)/2;
else
gradientx=0;
end
gradientz=0;
if length(sizeG)>2 % 3D data
stepz=strength.*dx;
gradientz=(0:stepz:temp(3))-temp(3)/2;
end
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(gradientx,gradienty,gradientz);

if dir==1 % X direction (horizontal)
G=X;
elseif dir==2 % Y direction (vertical)
G=Y;
else % Z direction
G=Z;
end
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A.6

MRI sim analytic top func.m

function sig=MRI_sim_analytic_top_func(po)
% This function is the top-level function for the MRI simulator, for
%the homogeneous
%% case.
%clear all
% Things to add
%% Should allow for T1 and T2 to vary at each point.

%%%% This program implements the forward MRI problem for the homogen%eous case, using an analytic solution
%% Last modified, June 22, 2004

%% Approach to Problem
% 1. Set up necessary constants and simulation parameters
% 2. Define po-choose a size, etc
% 3. Define the static magnetic field (either homogeneous or inhomogen%eous)
% 4. Define T1 and T2 (should be the same size as Bo)
% 5. Set up timing for pulse sequence
%

- Select number of time samples to take

%

- Find maximum frequency in k-space

%

- Decide on spacing between samples (in terms of dt)

%

- Calculate the required gradient field strength to get proper k-

%space coverage
% 6. Set up gradients
% 7. Set up readout timing
%

- Find vector of times at which to sample the signal

%

- Set point at which to reconstruct magnetization

% 8. Get pulse sequence masks (for gradients)
% 9. Solve forward problem
%

- May use ODE solver to solve differential equation

%

-- Calculate signal from magnetization

%

- May use analytic solution
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% 10. Set up inverse problem
% 11. Calculate inverse
% 12. Analyze operator matrix
% 13. Show results

% Simulation Parameters
plotall=1;
to=0; % Start time of simulation
%tmax=2; % End time of simulation.

Is later edited by the pulse

%sequence
dt=.000001; % Time increment (not used for ODE solver)
%TIME=0:dt:tmax;
options = odeset(’RelTol’,1e-6,’AbsTol’,[1e-6 1e-6 1e-6]);

% Constants
N_k=1; % Number of phase encoding steps
%N_n= ;Number of samples taken
hbar=1.05e-34;
k=1.38e-23;
T=300;

% Physical Parameters
gamma=2*pi*42.58e6;
%%% EDIT THIS SECTION FOR GENERAL CASE
T1=.5;
T2=.3;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dx=.001; % This is arbitrary, but affects k-space sampling
dy=1; % These values are set to 1 when there is no data in this
% dimension
dz=1;

% Get po, define Bo
%Numpoints=32; % NUMBER OF SIMULATION POINTS
Numpoints=length(po);
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%border=10; % -border:border range over which to make po
%t=-border:2*border/(Numpoints-1):border;
%po=exp(-.5*t.^2./5); % this is just a gaussian
%po=2*exp(-.5*(t-3).^2)+exp(-.5*(t+4).^2)+.5.*exp(-.5*(t).^2);
%po=rand(1,Numpoints);

%%%%% EDIT THIS SECTION FOR GENERAL CASE
Box=0;
Boy=0;
Boz=1;
Bo=[Box Boy Boz].’; % Homogeneous, z axis magnetic field, 1 T
magBo=(Bo.’*Bo);
mo=po.*Boz; %% THIS Will change for non-homogeneous fields
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Set up timing for pulse sequence
M=length(po); % Number of frequency encoding points
kmax=pi/dx; % This frequency represents pi in the frequency domain, in
%rad/s
NN=1; % NN*dt=Desired distance between samples of FID.
spacer=NN*dt; %space between samples
fudge=1.0;% Just a fudge factor
% Find necessary gradient strength for properly sampling k-space
strength=fudge*2*kmax/(gamma*M*NN*dt); % Strength of gradient, in
% mT/meter

% Set up gradients and Rf pulse
Bgx=zeros(size(po));
Bgy=zeros(size(po));
%Bgz=zeros(size(po));
Bgz=MRI_gradient(strength*1000,dx,size(po),1);

% Set up readout timing
lengthginv=.5; % relative length of inverted part of frequency encoding
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% gradient
startr=10*dt+lengthginv*M*spacer; % Starts 10 dt’s + length of
%inverting gradient
read_times=startr:spacer:(M-1)*spacer+startr;
TIME=0:dt:read_times(length(read_times))+5*dt;

% SELECT POINT AT WHICH TO RECONSTRUCT M
ts=startr;

% Get pulse sequence masks
%% Call pulse_sequence_mask
lengthg=(M+1)*spacer;
startt=startr-M/2*spacer;
Bgxm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgym=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,1,lengthg,0,Bgzm,dt,3,lengthginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);

% SET UP ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO FORWARD PROBLEM
Brec=[1 sqrt(-1) 0]’; % Receiver sensitivity
%Brec=[1 0 0]’; % Linear receiver
t0=0;
t_0=startr;
ts=startr;
t_3=startr-lengthginv*M*spacer;
t_4=startr;
t=[t0+dt,t_3,t_4]; % Times at which gradients change

% Set up
Nx=length(mo(1,:));
Ny=length(mo(:,1));
Nz=1;
Nk=1;
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Nn=M;

%%%
% Find Bg for each time in t
% Find A and b for each position and time
for n=1:length(t)
for i=1:length(po(:,1))
for j=1:length(po(1,:))
Bg=[Bgx(i,j) Bgy(i,j) Bgz(i,j)].’.*[Bgxm(t(n)./dt)...
Bgym(t(n)./dt) Bgzm(t(n)./dt)]’;
[A(:,:,i,j,n),b(:,i,j,n)]=findAb(Bo,T1,T2,Bg,po(i,j));
end %
end
end
%%
’past hard part’
% Construct Phi (OPERATOR MATRIX CONSTRUCTION) Matrix is not square,
% never will be.
%% Phi should be Nn*Nk rows by Nx*Ny*3 columns
%for n=1:length(t)
%% 2004-06-22
%

for K=1:M*N_k

%

n=floor((K-1)/Nk)+1;

%

for

I=1:3:Nx*Ny*3

%

i=floor((I-1)/(3*Nx))+1;

%

j=floor(mod((I-1),3*Nx))/3+1;

%

Phi(K,(I):(I)+2)=dx*dy*dz.*Brec.’*(expm(A(:,:,i,j,...

length(t)))*(ts+n*dt-t_0) ); % MUST ADD dy, dz for 3D case
%
%

end
end
%end

%%for i=1:3:length(Phi(1,:))
%

Phix(:,i)=Phi(:,i);

%

Phiy(:,i)=Phi(:,i+1);

%

Phiz(:,i)=Phi(:,i+2);

%end
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% end 2004-06-22 Remove analytic Phi calculation

%% JUST DON’T FIND OPERATOR MATRIX AND DO FORWARD PROBLEM THE EASY WAY

% Find initial magnetization
mo=po;%.*(gamma.*hbar).^2./4./k./T;
for i=1:length(mo(:,1))
for j=1:length(mo(1,:))
Mo(:,i,j)=mo(i,j).*Bo; % Bo must be indexed for an inhomogen%eous field
end
end

% Excite M_o THIS NEEDS SOME WORK FOR THE INHOMOGENEOUS CASE
% This will only work if the initial magnetization needs to be rotated
%90 degrees
% Could find how far the magnetization needs to be rotated to be around
% the x axis
%

or could rotate it a fixed amount (more realistic)

theta=pi/2;
R=[[cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta)]’ [0 1 0]’ [sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)]’]’;
% |Mrx| |cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta)||Mx|
% |Mry|=|0 1 0|

|My|

% |Mrz| |sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)| |Mz|
for i=1:length(mo(:,1))
for j=1:length(mo(1,:))
Mto(:,i,j)=R*Mo(:,i,j);
end
end
% j is indexing the horizontal axis, i the vertical

% Reshape Mto MAKE A FUNCTION OUT OF THIS
%index=1;
%for i=1:length(mo(:,1))
%for j=1:length(mo(1,:))
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%M_to(index:index+2,1)=Mto(:,i,j);
%index=index+3;
%end
%end
M_to=vectorizeM(Mto);

% Now, to find M(t_s), use the solution to the generalized Bloch
%equation.
%

This means A has to be found for every point, as well as the

%additional term in
%

the solution to the Bloch equation

% Then, the operator equation is used to find the signal, from which
%the inverse problem
%

can begin.

%

For this, Phi must be found, as well as D.

Getting D is kind of a

%pain in the @$$

% Construct M’s M(t_0)
%% M(t)=exp{A(t-to)}M(to)+[exp{A(t-to)}-I]inv(A)b
%%% This equation holds for each point
%%%% Get b, b=mo*Bo./T1;

for index=1:3:length(M_to) % Finds M at start of inverting frequency%encoding gradient
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_t3(index:index+2,1)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,1).*(t_3-t0))*M_to(index:index...
+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,1).*(t_3-t0))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,1))*b(:,i,j,1);
%

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

end

%M_t4=
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for index=1:3:length(M_t3) % Finds M at end of inverting frequency%encoding gradient
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_t4(index:index+2,1)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,2).*(t_4-t_3))*M_t3(index:...
%index+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,2).*(t_4-t_3))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,2))...
*b(:,i,j,1);

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

end

% At this point we have the magnetization at the start of the positive
% gradient, we have Phi, we just need D, then we can find
%

the signal.

% Construct D MAKE A FUNCTION OUT OF THIS TOO
%D=dxdy*sum_{i,j}{([expm(A(i,j,k)(t_s+ndt-t0))-I]inv(A(i,j,k))b(i,j))
%\cdot B^{rec}(i,j)}
% D should be the same size as s(n,k), i.e. a column vector Nn*Nk
%elements long
% 2004-06-22 Remove constant term added to analytic matrix operator
%solution
%for n=1:Nn
%

for k=1:Nk

%

% Construct the P matrix

%

for i=1:Ny

%

for j=1:Nx

%

%size(Brec.’*expm(A(:,:,i,j,k).*(ts+n*dt-to))...

*inv(A(:,:,i,j,k))*b(:,i,j,1))
%

P(i,j)=Brec.’*expm(A(:,:,i,j,k).*(ts+n*dt-to))...

*inv(A(:,:,i,j,k))*b(:,i,j,1);
%
%

end

%

end

%

D(n,k)=ones(1,Nk)*P*ones(Nn,1);

%

end
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%end

% Find M(t_s)

M_ts=M_t4;

% ADDED 2004-06-22
% Find M(t) for each sample point to construct signal

% Construct signal (t is vector of times at which to find M(t)
tt=read_times-t_4;

for k=1:length(tt)
%

for m=1:length(M_ts)

ind=1;
%length(M_to)
for index=1:3:length(M_to) % Finds M at read out times
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_temp(index:index+2,k)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,3).*(tt(k)))*M_t4(index:...
index+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,3).*(tt(k)))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,3))...
*b(:,i,j,1);

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

M_temp(index:index+2,k)=M_temp(index:index+2,k).*Brec;
M_read(ind,k)=sum(M_temp(index:index+2,k));
ind=ind+1;
end
sig(k)=trapz(M_read(:,k));
end

% Get A, b (:,:,i,j,n)
%M=expm(A*(tt(k)-0))*M_ts +(expm(A*(tt(k)-0))-eye(3))*inv(A)*b
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%sig(k)=sum(M.*Brec*exp(tt(k)./T2))

% END ADDED 2004-06-22

% Find signal
%S=Phi*M_ts+D; %Removed 2004-06-22

%% Solve differential equation
%w=gamma.*magBo;
%OMEGA=[[cos(w.*to) sin(w.*to) 0].’...
%

[-sin(w.*to) cos(w.*to) 0].’...

%

[0 0 1].’].’;

%M=zeros([length(po) 3 length(po)]);
%for index=1:length(po)
%

Mo=[mo(index) 0 0].’;

%

Morot=OMEGA.’*Mo;%

%

[T,Y] = ode45(@bloch_homo_G,read_times,Morot,options,mo(index),...

%

T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx(index),Bgy(index),

%Bgz(index),Bo);
%

%size(Y)

%

M(:,:,index)=Y;

%

%% Get data for estimating time derivative for calculating emf

%

[T22,Y2]=ode45(@bloch_homo_G,(read_times+dt),Morot,options,

%mo(index),...
%

T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx(index),Bgy(index),

%Bgz(index),Bo);
%

M2(:,:,index)=Y2;

%end%

% Get signal from magnetization
%%%%%%%%%%%%%signal=trapz(M(:,1,:),3);
%signal=trapz(M(:,1,:),3)+j.*trapz(M(:,2,:),3);
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% Get operator matrix

% Apply BFGS, non-linear conjugate gradient algorithms to
%reconstruction

% Analyze operator

% Plot results
%if plotall==1
%figure(2)
%plot(abs(fftshift(fft(po))))
%title(’FFT of \rho_o’)
%figure(3)
%plot(abs(fftshift(signal)))
%title(’Received Signal’)
%figure(1)
%plot(po)
%title(’\rho_o’)
%figure(4)
%recon=abs(ifftshift(ifft(signal)));
%%5sigtemp=recon(1);
%%recon(1:length(recon)-1)=recon(2:length(recon));
%%recon(length(recon))=sigtemp;

%plot(recon)
%title(’Reconstructed Image’)
%figure(5)
%clf
%%plot(recon.’-po)
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%hold on%

%plot(po,’g-’)
%plot(recon,’r:’)%

%title(’Error between recon and \rho_o’)
%plot(abs(ifftshift(ifft(abs(signal)))),’y--’)
%legend(’\rho_o’,’recon’,’something else’)
%hold off
%end
%’Done’

A.7

MRI sim analytic top func inho.m

function [sig]=MRI_sim_analytic_top_func_inho(po)
% This function is the top-level function for the MRI simulator, for
%the inhomogeneous
%% case.
%clear all
% Things to add
%% Should allow for T1 and T2 to vary at each point.

%%%% This program implements the forward MRI problem for the homogen%eous case, using an analytic solution
%% Last modified, June 22, 2004

%% Approach to Problem
% 1. Set up necessary constants and simulation parameters
% 2. Define po-choose a size, etc
% 3. Define the static magnetic field (either homogeneous or inhomogen%eous)
% 4. Define T1 and T2 (should be the same size as Bo)
% 5. Set up timing for pulse sequence
%

- Select number of time samples to take

%

- Find maximum frequency in k-space

%

- Decide on spacing between samples (in terms of dt)
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%

- Calculate the required gradient field strength to get proper k-

%space coverage
% 6. Set up gradients
% 7. Set up readout timing
%

- Find vector of times at which to sample the signal

%

- Set point at which to reconstruct magnetization

% 8. Get pulse sequence masks (for gradients)
% 9. Solve forward problem
%

- May use ODE solver to solve differential equation

%

-- Calculate signal from magnetization

%

- May use analytic solution

% 10. Set up inverse problem
% 11. Calculate inverse
% 12. Analyze operator matrix
% 13. Show results

% Simulation Parameters
plotall=1;
to=0; % Start time of simulation
%tmax=2; % End time of simulation.

Is later edited by the pulse

%sequence
dt=.000001; % Time increment (not used for ODE solver)
%TIME=0:dt:tmax;
options = odeset(’RelTol’,1e-6,’AbsTol’,[1e-6 1e-6 1e-6]);
load field2;

% Constants
N_k=1; % Number of phase encoding steps
%N_n= ;Number of samples taken
hbar=1.05e-34;
k=1.38e-23;
T=300;

% Physical Parameters
gamma=2*pi*42.58e6;
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%%% EDIT THIS SECTION FOR GENERAL CASE
T1=.5;
T2=.3;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dx=.001; % This is arbitrary, but affects k-space sampling
dy=1; % These values are set to 1 when there is no data in this
%dimension
dz=1;

% Get po, define Bo
%Numpoints=32; % NUMBER OF SIMULATION POINTS
Numpoints=length(po);
tcoor=round((length(field2(1,:,1))-Numpoints/2)/2);
tcoor=30;
field2=field2(:,:,44).’;
Boz=field2(60,tcoor:tcoor+Numpoints-1);
%Boz=ones(size(po));
Boz=linspace(1,1.1,Numpoints);

size(Boz)

%border=10; % -border:border range over which to make po
%t=-border:2*border/(Numpoints-1):border;
%po=exp(-.5*t.^2./5); % this is just a gaussian
%po=2*exp(-.5*(t-3).^2)+exp(-.5*(t+4).^2)+.5.*exp(-.5*(t).^2);
%po=rand(1,Numpoints);

%%%%% EDIT THIS SECTION FOR GENERAL CASE
Box=0;
Boy=0;
%Boz=1;
for k=1:length(Boz) % Good only for a 1D field
size(Boz(k))
Bo(:,k)=[Box Boy Boz(k)].’; % Homogeneous, z axis magnetic field,
%1 T
magBo(k)=(Bo(:,k).’*Bo(:,k));
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end
mo=po.*Boz; %% THIS Will change for non-homogeneous fields

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Set up timing for pulse sequence
M=length(po); % Number of frequency encoding points
kmax=pi/dx; % This frequency represents pi in the frequency domain, in
%rad/s
NN=1; % NN*dt=Desired distance between samples of FID.
spacer=NN*dt; %space between samples
fudge=1.0;% Just a fudge factor
% Find necessary gradient strength for properly sampling k-space
strength=fudge*2*kmax/(gamma*M*NN*dt); % Strength of gradient, in
%mT/meter

% Set up gradients and Rf pulse
Bgx=zeros(size(po));
Bgy=zeros(size(po));
%Bgz=zeros(size(po));
Bgz=MRI_gradient(strength*1000,dx,size(po),1);

% Set up readout timing
lengthginv=.5; % relative length of inverted part of frequency
%encoding gradient
startr=10*dt+lengthginv*M*spacer; % Starts 10 dt’s + length of
%inverting gradient
read_times=startr:spacer:(M-1)*spacer+startr;
TIME=0:dt:read_times(length(read_times))+5*dt;

% SELECT POINT AT WHICH TO RECONSTRUCT M
ts=startr;

% Get pulse sequence masks
%% Call pulse_sequence_mask
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lengthg=(M+1)*spacer;
startt=startr-M/2*spacer;
Bgxm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgym=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,1,lengthg,0,Bgzm,dt,3,lengthginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);

% SET UP ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO FORWARD PROBLEM
Brec=[1 sqrt(-1) 0]’; % Receiver sensitivity
%Brec=[1 0 0]’; % Linear receiver
t0=0;
t_0=startr;
ts=startr;
t_3=startr-lengthginv*M*spacer;
t_4=startr;
t=[t0+dt,t_3,t_4]; % Times at which gradients change

% Set up
Nx=length(mo(1,:));
Ny=length(mo(:,1));
Nz=1;
Nk=1;
Nn=M;

%%%
% Find Bg for each time in t
% Find A and b for each position and time
for n=1:length(t)
for i=1:length(po(:,1))
for j=1:length(po(1,:))
Bg=[Bgx(i,j) Bgy(i,j) Bgz(i,j)].’.*[Bgxm(t(n)./dt) ...
Bgym(t(n)./dt) Bgzm(t(n)./dt)]’;
[A(:,:,i,j,n),b(:,i,j,n)]=findAb(Bo(:,j),T1,T2,Bg,po(i,j));
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end %
end
end
%%
’past hard part’
% Construct Phi (OPERATOR MATRIX CONSTRUCTION) Matrix is not square,
%never will be.
%% Phi should be Nn*Nk rows by Nx*Ny*3 columns
%for n=1:length(t)
%% 2004-06-22
%

for K=1:M*N_k

%

n=floor((K-1)/Nk)+1;

%

for

I=1:3:Nx*Ny*3

%

i=floor((I-1)/(3*Nx))+1;

%

j=floor(mod((I-1),3*Nx))/3+1;

%

Phi(K,(I):(I)+2)=dx*dy*dz.*Brec.’*(expm(A(:,:,i,j,

%length(t)))*(ts+n*dt-t_0) ); % MUST ADD dy, dz for 3D case
%
%

end
end

%end
%for i=1:3:length(Phi(1,:))
%

Phix(:,i)=Phi(:,i);

%

Phiy(:,i)=Phi(:,i+1);

%

Phiz(:,i)=Phi(:,i+2);

%end
% end 2004-06-22 Remove analytic Phi calculation

% Find initial magnetization
mo=po;%.*(gamma.*hbar).^2./4./k./T;
for i=1:length(mo(:,1))
for j=1:length(mo(1,:))
Mo(:,i,j)=mo(i,j).*Bo(:,j); % Bo must be indexed for an
%inhomogeneous field
end
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end

% Excite M_o
% This will only work if the initial magnetization needs to be rotated
%90 degrees
% Could find how far the magnetization needs to be rotated to be around
% the x axis
%

or could rotate it a fixed amount (more realistic)

theta=pi/2;
R=[[cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta)]’ [0 1 0]’ [sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)]’]’;
% |Mrx| |cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta)||Mx|
% |Mry|=|0 1 0|

|My|

% |Mrz| |sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)| |Mz|
for i=1:length(mo(:,1))
for j=1:length(mo(1,:))
Mto(:,i,j)=R*Mo(:,i,j);
end
end
% j is indexing the horizontal axis, i the vertical

M_to=vectorizeM(Mto);

% Now, to find M(t_s), use the solution to the generalized Bloch
%equation.
%

This means A has to be found for every point, as well as the

%additional term in
%

the solution to the Bloch equation

% Then, the operator equation is used to find the signal, from which
%the inverse problem
%

can begin.

%

For this, Phi must be found, as well as D.

%pain in the @$$
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Getting D is kind of a

% Construct M’s M(t_0)
%% M(t)=exp{A(t-to)}M(to)+[exp{A(t-to)}-I]inv(A)b
%%% This equation holds for each point
%%%% Get b, b=mo*Bo./T1;

for index=1:3:length(M_to) % Finds M at start of inverting frequency%encoding gradient
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_t3(index:index+2,1)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,1).*(t_3-t0))*M_to(index:...
index+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,1).*(t_3-t0))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,1))...
*b(:,i,j,1);

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

end

%M_t4=
for index=1:3:length(M_t3) % Finds M at end of inverting frequency%encoding gradient
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_t4(index:index+2,1)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,2).*(t_4-t_3))*M_t3(index:...
index+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,2).*(t_4-t_3))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,2))...
*b(:,i,j,1);

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

end

% At this point we have the magnetization at the start of the positive
%gradient, we have Phi, we just need D, then we can find
%

the signal.

% Construct D MAKE A FUNCTION OUT OF THIS TOO
%D=dxdy*sum_{i,j}{([expm(A(i,j,k)(t_s+ndt-t0))-I]inv(A(i,j,k))b(i,j))
%\cdot B^{rec}(i,j)}
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% D should be the same size as s(n,k), i.e. a column vector Nn*Nk
%elements long
% 2004-06-22 Remove constant term added to analytic matrix operator
%solution
%for n=1:Nn
%

for k=1:Nk

%

% Construct the P matrix

%

for i=1:Ny

%

for j=1:Nx

%

%size(Brec.’*expm(A(:,:,i,j,k).*(ts+n*dt-to))...

% *inv(A(:,:,i,j,k))*b(:,i,j,1))
%

P(i,j)=Brec.’*expm(A(:,:,i,j,k).*(ts+n*dt-to))...

%*inv(A(:,:,i,j,k))*b(:,i,j,1);
%
%

end

%

end

%

D(n,k)=ones(1,Nk)*P*ones(Nn,1);

%

end

%end

% Find M(t_s)

M_ts=M_t4;

% ADDED 2004-06-22
% Find M(t) for each sample point to construct signal

% Construct signal (t is vector of times at which to find M(t)
tt=read_times-t_4;

for k=1:length(tt)
%

for m=1:length(M_ts)
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ind=1;
%length(M_to)
for index=1:3:length(M_to) % Finds M at read out times
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%b(:,i,j)=mo(i,j)*Bo./T1;

%%%% CHANGE FOR MATRIX T1 and 3D data

M_temp(index:index+2,k)=expm(A(:,:,i,j,3).*(tt(k)))*M_t4(index:...
index+2)+(expm(A(:,:,i,j,3).*(tt(k)))-eye(3))*inv(A(:,:,i,j,3))...
*b(:,i,j,1);

%%% CHANGE t0 in case with phase-encoding

M_temp(index:index+2,k)=M_temp(index:index+2,k).*Brec;
M_read(ind,k)=sum(M_temp(index:index+2,k));
ind=ind+1;
end
sig(k)=trapz(M_read(:,k));
end

% Get A, b (:,:,i,j,n)
%M=expm(A*(tt(k)-0))*M_ts +(expm(A*(tt(k)-0))-eye(3))*inv(A)*b
%sig(k)=sum(M.*Brec*exp(tt(k)./T2))

% END ADDED 2004-06-22

% Find signal
%S=Phi*M_ts+D; %Removed 2004-06-22

A.8

pulse sequence mask.m

function Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv,
%lengthginv)
% This function generates a mask for gradient, RF, and readout pulses
%for
%% an MRI pulse sequence.

It tells when the gradient is on or off.

%The index is
%% the time in question.

The value at that time scales the gradient.

%% startt-the starting time for the (first) pulse
%% num-the number of pulses
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%% lengthg-the length of each pulse (time)
%% spacing-time spacing between pulses
%% Gm-Gradient mask, pass it a vector of zeros the length of the
%desired mask
%% dt-time spacing between samples
%% ginv-Specifies which mask to use
%%% 0-Gradient with no amplitude inversion (generic mask)
%%% 1-Every other pulse is inverted in amplitude
%%% 2-Readout pulse (not working, use 0 case with lengthg=1)
%%% 3-Frequency encoding gradient (starts with a negative pulse, then
%a positive one)

% Revisions
%% 4/27/04
%%% Documentation updated

% Future work
%% Pass Tmax instead of Gm (scalar vs. a vector), should make function
%call faster

% Last updated April 27, 2004
% David Thayer

Tmax=(length(Gm)-1)*dt;
maxnum=floor((Tmax-startt)/(lengthg+spacing));

% Tells the max number

%of pulses
if num>maxnum % Truncates actual number of pulses if too many are asked
% for
num=maxnum;
end
f=0:num;
starts=(startt)+(lengthg-dt+spacing).*f;
stops=starts+lengthg-dt;

if ginv==0 % Case for gradients with no amplitude inversion
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for i=1:num
Gm(round(starts(i)./dt):round(stops(i)./dt))=1;
end
elseif ginv==1 % Inverts amplitude of every other pulse
index=1;
for i=1:num
if mod(index,2)==1
Gm(round(starts(i)./dt):round(stops(i)./dt))=1;
else
Gm(round(starts(i)./dt):round(stops(i)./dt))=-1;
end
index=index+1;
end
elseif ginv==2 % readout case
Gm(round(starts/dt))=1;
elseif ginv==3 % Frequency encoding gradient
%’Calculating frequency encoding gradient mask’
% lengthg == length of the non-inverted part of the gradient pulse
% startg is the starting point for the initial inverted pulse
f=0:num;
starts=(startt)+(1*lengthg+lengthg-dt+spacing).*f;
stops=starts+(3/2).*lengthg-dt;
for i=1:num
if lengthginv~=0
Gm(round(starts(i)./dt):round((starts(i)+lengthginv...
*lengthg)./dt))=-1;
end
Gm(round((starts(i)+lengthginv*lengthg)./dt):round(stops(i)...
./dt))=1;
end

end

A.9

vectorizeM.m

function Mnew=vectorizeM(M)
% Mnew=vectorizeM(M)
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% This function vectorizes a magnetization M to be a column vector.
%Incrementing the index
%

of this vector will first increment through the x, y, and z

%components of the magnetization
%

then through the rows, then down the columns.

M must be shaped

%like this: (3,Ny,Nx) or (3,Ny, Nx, Nz).
%

The function distinguishes between 2D and 3D data.

Use devectorize

%to undo this mess

if length(size(M))==3
index=1;
% Increments first through x, then y (i.e the inner loop increments
% over x)
for i=1:length(M(1,:,1))
for j=1:length(M(1,1,:))
Mnew(index:index+2,1)=M(:,i,j);
index=index+3;
end
end
elseif length(size(M))==4
index=1;
% Increments first through x, then y, then z (i.e. innermost loop i
%s over x
%

middle loop is over y, outer loop is over z.

for k=1:length(M(1,1,1,:))
for i=1:length(M(1,:,1,1))
for j=1:length(M(1,1,:,1))
Mnew(index:index+2,1)=M(:,i,j,k);
index=index+3;
end
end
end
else
’Error, improper shape for magnetization vector, M.’
end
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A.10

indicator.m

function ind=indicator(f,field)
% ind=indicator(f,field)
% this function returns an indicator function that is one anywhere
%between the two
%% frequencies in f.

gammabar=42.58e6;
field=field.*gammabar;
ind1=zeros(size(field));
ind2=zeros(size(field));

temp1=find(field>f(1));
temp2=find(field<f(2));
ind1(temp1)=1;
ind2(temp2)=1;
ind=ind1.*ind2;

A.11

mri projections top.m

function signal=mri_projections_top(po,rows)
% David Thayer
% Projections Method Inhomogeneous MRI simulation
% Last updated June 23, 2004
% signal=mri_projections_top(po,rows)
% This function implements the forward projection MRI problem.

po

%should be
% a column vector.

rows tells how many rows were in po before it was

%vectorized

% Simulation parameters
dw=100000; % delta omega (frequency excitation bandwidth, in Hertz)
Nfreq=30;
ts=.001;
NNx=2;
NNy=2;
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NNz=1;
movedim=.005;

% -movedim:movedim=distance over which to move sample

step=.001;
%%%%% Check M_t3 with ODE simulator case %%%%%%%%%%

% Constants
gammabar=42.58e6;

% Load fieldmap from .mat file
load field2;

% Take slice of fieldmap if doing 2D imaging
field2=field2(:,:,45);

% Generate po OR DEVECTORIZE GIVEN PO
if nargin==0
po=proton_density_generator(20,20,1);
else
po=reshape(po,rows,length(po)/rows);
%size(po)
%figure(5)
%imagesc(po)
end

% Overlay po on fieldmap-sized zeros array
po_temp=zeros(size(field2));
midx=round(length(po_temp(1,:))/2);
midy=round(length(po_temp(:,1))/2);

% mask out outer edge of magnet
kk=(1:length(field2(:,1)))-midy;
mm=(1:length(field2(1,:)))-midx;
[K,M]=meshgrid(kk,mm);
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midp=length(po)/2;
mask=((K.^2)+(M.^2))<(sqrt(2)*midp+sqrt(2)*movedim/step).^2;

% Generate excitation frequencies from fieldmap
temp1=field2.*mask;
temp=find(temp1>.5);
maxfreq=max(max(max(field2.*mask)))*gammabar;
minfreq=min(min(min(field2(temp))))*gammabar;
%freq=minfreq:dw:maxfreq;
freq=linspace(minfreq,maxfreq,Nfreq);

% Generate positions
%xpos=-.02:.002:.02;
%ypos=-.02:.002:.02;

xpos=linspace(-movedim,movedim,NNx);
ypos=linspace(-movedim,movedim,NNy);
[posx,posy]=meshgrid(xpos,ypos);
posx=reshape(posx,length(xpos)*length(ypos),1);
posy=reshape(posy,length(ypos)*length(xpos),1);
pos=round([posx posy]./step);

%figure(3)
%imagesc(po)

bar=waitbar(0,’Progress’);
% loop over frequencies
for k=1:length(freq)-1
% Call indicator function
ind=indicator([freq(k) freq(k+1)],field2);
%figure(1)
%imagesc(ind.’)
%pause(.1)
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%% loop over positions
for m=1:length(pos)
%% shift po
po_temp(midy-length(po(:,1))/2+pos(m,2)+1:midy+length(po(:,1))...
/2+pos(m,2),...
midx-length(po(1,:))/2+pos(m,1)+1:midx+length(po(1,:))...
/2+pos(m,1))=po;
%figure(4)
%imagesc(po_temp)
%% DON’T vectorize po
%po_temp=reshape(po_temp,length(po_temp);
%% Get initial magnetization
M_o(:,:,1)=po_temp.*field2;
%% rotate magnetization 90 degrees
theta=pi/2;
R=[[cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta)]’ [0 1 0]’ [sin(theta) 0...
cos(theta)]’]’;

%M_o=R*Mo;
%% Get magnetization at sample time

MM=M_o(:,:,1);
%% Get signal(f,p)
%figure(2)
%imagesc(MM.*ind)
%pause(.3)
signal(k,m)=trapz(trapz(MM(:,:).*ind));
po_temp=zeros(size(field2));
%%end inner loop
end
waitbar(k/(length(freq)-1),bar);
end
%end outer loop

close(bar);
% vectorize signal
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signal=reshape(signal,length(signal(1,:))*length(signal(:,1)),1);

% return signal

’Done’

A.12

proton density generator.m

function po=proton_density_generator(Nx,Ny,Nz)
% po=proton_density_generator(Nx,Ny,Nz)
% This function generates a proton density of dimension Nx by Ny by Nz
% ADD: vector of locations in x, y, z for normals, vector of amplitudes

border=10; % -border:border range over which to make po

if Nx==1
x=1;
else
x=-border:2*border/(Nx-1):border;
end
if Ny==1
y=1;
else
y=-border:2*border/(Ny-1):border;
end
if Nz==1
z=1;
else
z=-border:2*border/(Nz-1):border;
end

poz=exp(-.5*(z).^2);
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);

for k=1:Nz
po(:,:,k)=poz(k).*(2*exp(-.5*(X-3).^2)+exp(-.5*(X+4).^2)+.5...
.*exp(-.5*(X).^2)).*(.5.*exp(-.5*(Y).^2));
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end

A.13

plot field.m

% David Thayer
% This program reads a data file that contains x, y, z coordinates
%

and the corresponding magnetic field at each point.

%

the field.

Then it plots

% function = field_plot()

% Flags
rel=1; % Relative coordinates
abs=0; % Absolute coordinates
inches=1; % Is input file in inches? 1=Yes, 0=No
plot_all=1; %
save_on=0; % Writes images of slices to jpg images
combo=0; % Select this if there are multiple 1 slice files instead
% of 1 file with all of the slices
contour=0;

% Settings
samps=-1; %1314 Number of samples per x-y slice
step=.001; % Step size in meters
dimx=.093;
dimy=.093;
dimz=.1905; % Depth of magnet in meters
travz=2.5*2.54/100;% Z axis travel in meters
travx=4*2.54/100;
travy=4*2.54/100;
probex=.01; %.0127; % These are the probe dimensions in meters
probey=.005; %.00762;
probez=.014;
target=.98;
err=.005;
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%% Probe starting position
xold=dimx/2;
yold=probey/2;
zold=0;
file=’FastScan1mm.dat’;

if combo==1
[x,y,z,field]=slice_comb(64,’slice’,’txt’,’slices’);
else
[x,y,z,field]=textread(file,’%f%f%f%f’,samps);
end

% SecondStageOut1mm
% FastScan1mm.dat
% StageOut1mm

if inches==1
x=x.*2.54./100;
y=y.*2.54./100;
z=z.*2.54./100;
end
field=sqrt(field.^2);
lenx=round(dimx/step);
leny=round(dimy/step);
lenz=round(travz/step);

if(z(1))~=0 %This accounts for a file of just one slice where the
%first line
% is an increment in z
y(1)=0;
x(1)=0;
end
slice_ind=find(z); % Finds the indices of all the nonzero z entries
if sum(slice_ind>0)>0 & z(1)==0
samps=slice_ind(3)-slice_ind(2); % gives number of samples per
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%slice
else
samps=length(z);
end
slices=floor(length(y)/samps);

% Gives number of slices

offset=0;

field2=zeros(lenx,leny,slices);

if contour==1
% Finds a contour line
temp3=find(field-target<err & field-target>-err);
for n=1:length(temp3)
field(temp3(n))=500;
end
end

if abs==1

sl=1; % slice
bar=waitbar(0,’Field Reconstruction Progress’)
count=0;
for n=1:samps
field2(floor(x(n)/step),floor(y(n)/step),sl)=field(n);
count=count+1;
waitbar(count/length(y));
end
close(bar)
figure(1)
imagesc(field2(:,:,1))
elseif rel==1
sl=1;
bar=waitbar(0,’Reconstruction Progress’);
count=0;
for m=1:slices
for n=1:samps
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field2(round((x(n)+xold)/step)+1,round((y(n)+yold)/step)...
+1,m)=(field(n+offset));
xold=x(n)+xold;
yold=y(n)+yold;
if mod(n,10)==0;
count=count+10;
waitbar(count/(slices*samps));
end
end
if sum(slice_ind>0)~=0
offset=(m)*(slice_ind(3)-slice_ind(2));
else
offset=0;
end
xold=dimx/2;
yold=probey/2;
end
sl=sl+1;
figure(2)
imagesc(transpose(field2(:,1:length(field2(:,1,1)),1)));
title(’Measured field in magnet’)
xlabel(’X axis’)
ylabel(’Y axis’)
close(bar);
figure(3)
plot(field2(:,round(leny/2),1))
title(’Field profile across X axis’)
xlabel(’X axis’)
ylabel(’Field Magnitude (Tesla)’)
end

if file==’FastScan1mm.dat’
field2=flipslice(field2);
end
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if plot_all==1 % Plots all slices in a subplot window
N=ceil(sqrt(slices));
figure(3)
for n=1:slices
subplot(N,N,n);
imagesc(transpose(field2(:,:,n)))
title(n)

end
end
if save_on==1
for n=1:slices
file=’field.jpg’;
imwrite(field2(:,:,n)’,file,’jpg’,’Quality’,100)
end
end

% while z(n)==0...
% if z!=0, n=length(z)

A.14

devectorizeM.m

function Mnew=devectorizeM(M,Nx,Ny,Nz)
% Mnew=devectorizeM(M,Nx,Ny,Nz)
% This function devectorizes a vectorized magnetization M to be
%(3,Ny,Nx,Nz).

M should be a

%

column vector.

%

The function can reshape M to be 3D or 4D.

If Ny==1 and Nz==1,

%Mnew will be 3D (3,Ny,Nx), if Nz is
%

not 1, then Mnew will be 4D.

If there is only one slice of data

%(i.e. no z dimension) a
%

1 should be input for Nz, not 0, although a 0 will be interpreted

%as a 1.

% Idiot-proofing
if nargin==3
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Nz=1;
end
if Nx==0
Nx=1;
end
if Ny==0;
Ny=1;
end
if Nz==0
Nz=1;
end
if Nx<0 | Ny<0 | Nz<0
’Error, dimension cannot be negative’
end

if Nz==1 % Case for single-slice data
% Increments first through x, then y (i.e the inner loop
%increments over x)
for index=1:3:length(M)
i=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx))+1;
j=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%xyz=mod((mod(index-1,(3*Nx))),3)+1;
Mnew(:,i,j)=M(index:index+2);
end
elseif Nz>1 % Case for 3D data
for index=1:3:length(M)
K=floor((index-1)./(3*Nx*Ny))+1;
I=floor(mod(index-1,(3*Nx*Ny))./(3*Nx))+1;
J=floor(mod(mod(index-1,(3*Nx*Ny)),(3*Nx))./3)+1;
%xyz=mod((mod(index-1,(3*Nx))),3)+1;
Mnew(:,I,J,K)=M(index:index+2);
end
else
’Error, improper shape for magnetization vector, M.’
end
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A.15

MRI sim homo top.m

% This function is the top-level function for the MRI simulator, for
%the homogeneous
%% case.
clear all
% Things to add
%% Should allow for T1 and T2 to vary at each point.

% Simulation Parameters
plotall=1;
to=0; % Start time of simulation
%tmax=2; % End time of simulation.

Is later edited by the pulse

%sequence
dt=.000001; % Time increment (not used for ODE solver)
%TIME=0:dt:tmax;
options = odeset(’RelTol’,1e-6,’AbsTol’,[1e-6 1e-6 1e-6]);

% Constants

% Physical Parameters
gamma=2*pi*42.58e6;
T1=.5;
T2=.3;
dx=.001; % This is arbitrary, but affects k-space sampling

% Get po, define Bo
Numpoints=32; % NUMBER OF SIMULATION POINTS
border=10; % -border:border range over which to make po
t=-border:2*border/(Numpoints-1):border;
%po=exp(-.5*t.^2./5); % this is just a gaussian
po=2*exp(-.5*(t-3).^2)+exp(-.5*(t+4).^2)+.5.*exp(-.5*(t).^2);
%po=rand(1,Numpoints);
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Box=0;
Boy=0;
Boz=1;
Bo=[Box Boy Boz].’; % Homogeneous, z axis magnetic field, 1 T
magBo=(Bo.’*Bo);
mo=po.*Boz; %% THIS Will change for non-homogeneous fields

% Set up timing for pulse sequence
M=length(po); % Number of frequency encoding points
kmax=pi/2/dx; % This frequency represents pi in the frequency domain,
%in rad/s
NN=1; % NN*dt=Desired distance between samples of FID.
spacer=NN*dt;
fudge=2.0;% Just a fudge factor
% Find necessary gradient strength for properly sampling k-space
strength=fudge*2*kmax/(gamma*M*NN*dt); % Strength of gradient, in
%mT/meter

% Set up gradients and Rf pulse
Bgx=zeros(size(po));
Bgy=zeros(size(po));
%Bgz=zeros(size(po));
Bgz=MRI_gradient(strength*1000,dx,size(po),1);

% Set up readout timing
lengthginv=.5; % relative length of inverted part of frequency
%encoding gradient
startr=10*dt+lengthginv*M*spacer; % Starts 10 dt’s + length of
%inverting gradient
read_times=startr:spacer:(M-1)*spacer+startr;
TIME=0:dt:read_times(length(read_times))+5*dt;

% Get pulse sequence masks
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%% Call pulse_sequence_mask
lengthg=(M+1)*spacer;
startt=startr-M/2*spacer;
Bgxm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgym=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=zeros(length(TIME),1);
Bgzm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,1,lengthg,0,Bgzm,dt,3,lengthginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);
%Gm=pulse_sequence_mask(startt,num,lengthg,spacing,Gm,dt,ginv);

% Solve differential equation
w=gamma.*magBo;
OMEGA=[[cos(w.*to) sin(w.*to) 0].’...
[-sin(w.*to) cos(w.*to) 0].’...
[0 0 1].’].’;

M=zeros([length(po) 3 length(po)]);
for index=1:length(po)
Mo=[mo(index) 0 0].’;
Morot=OMEGA.’*Mo;

[T,Y] = ode45(@bloch_homo_G,read_times,Morot,options,mo(index),...
T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx(index),Bgy(index),Bgz(index),Bo);
%size(Y)
M(:,:,index)=Y;
%% Get data for estimating time derivative for calculating emf
%[T22,Y2]=ode45(@bloch_homo_G,(read_times+dt),Morot,options,mo
%(index),...
%

T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx(index),Bgy(index),

%Bgz(index),Bo);
%M2(:,:,index)=Y2;

%%% DEBUG SECTION
read_time=1e-5:1e-6:1.5e-5;
[T,Y] = ode45(@bloch_homo_G,read_time,Morot,options,mo(index),...
T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx(index),Bgy(index),...
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Bgz(index),Bo);

M2(:,:,index)=Y;
%%% END DEBUG SECTION 2004-06-24
end

% Get signal from magnetization
%signal=trapz(M(:,1,:),3);
signal1=trapz(M(:,1,:),3)+j.*trapz(M(:,2,:),3);
%signal2=trapz(M2(:,1,:),3)+j.*trapz(M2(:,2,:),3);
%signal3=(signal2-signal1)./dt;
signal=signal1;

% Get operator matrix

% Apply BFGS, non-linear conjugate gradient algorithms to
%reconstruction

% Analyze operator

% Plot results
if plotall==1
figure(2)
plot(abs(fftshift(fft(po))))
title(’FFT of \rho_o’)
figure(3)
plot(abs(fftshift(signal)))
title(’Received Signal’)
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figure(1)
plot(po)
title(’\rho_o’)
figure(4)
recon=abs(ifftshift(ifft(signal)));
%5sigtemp=recon(1);
%recon(1:length(recon)-1)=recon(2:length(recon));
%recon(length(recon))=sigtemp;

plot(recon)
title(’Reconstructed Image’)
figure(5)
clf
%plot(recon.’-po)
hold on

plot(po,’g-’)
plot(recon,’r:’)

title(’Error between recon and \rho_o’)
%plot(abs(ifftshift(ifft(abs(signal)))),’y--’)
legend(’\rho_o’,’recon’,’something else’)
hold off
end
’Done’

A.16

bloch homo G.m

function dMdt=bloch_homo_G(T,M,mo,T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,...
Bgzm,Bgx,Bgy,Bgz,Bo)
% dMdt=bloch_homo_G(T,M,mo,T1,T2,gamma,dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx,Bgy,...
%Bgz,Bo)
% This function finds dMdt as defined by the Bloch equation.
% T is ending time for simulation
% M is the current magnetization
% mo is the initial magnetization
% T1 and T2 are decay time constants
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% gamma is the gyromagnetic ratio
% dt is the time step
% Bgxm, Bgym, and Bgzm are gradient masks that weight the gradient
%value at each point
% Bgx, Bgy, and Bgz are the gradient fields
% Bo is the static field

% Start without a pulse sequence with only one spin 4/26/04
% Next:pass in T1, T2, wo,
% Need a pulse sequence (passed from another program), time index
%(passed), dt, M

% bloch_homo_G adds a gradient and operates on 1D data instead of a
%single point
% requires dt,Bgxm,Bgym,Bgzm,Bgx,Bgy,Bgz

% Define Static Magnetic Field
%% For the inhomogeneous case, Bo will be a matrix, with three elements
% at each point
%%% To find magBo, it must be found at each point
%Box=0;
%Boy=0;
%Boz=1;
%Bo=[Box Boy Boz].’; % Homogeneous, z axis magnetic field, 1 T
%magBo=(Bo.’*Bo);
Box=Bo(1);
Boy=Bo(2);
Boz=Bo(3);
magBo=(Bo.’*Bo);

% Define Magnetic field
%% like Bo, this will be a matrix with 3 elements at each point for
%the inhomo case
%%% or even for the homogeneous case with gradients. This is where
%gradients get added
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Bx=Box+Bgxm(round(T/dt)+1).*Bgx;
By=Boy+Bgym(round(T/dt)+1).*Bgy;
Bz=Boz+Bgzm(round(T/dt)+1).*Bgz;

w=gamma.*sqrt(magBo); % This is the rotation frequency of the frame,
%not the protons

% Set up rotation matrix
OMEGA=[[cos(w.*T) sin(w.*T) 0].’...
[-sin(w.*T) cos(w.*T) 0].’...
[0 0 1].’].’;
Borot=OMEGA.’*Bo;
magBorot=Borot.’*Borot; % Should be the same size as the object we
%are reconstructing

B=[Bx By Bz].’;
magB=(B.’*B);
wo=gamma.*sqrt(magB);
Brot=OMEGA.’*B;

% Find components of rotating reference frame fields
Bxrot=Brot(1);
Byrot=Brot(2);
Bzrot=Brot(3);

% Find parallel and perpendicular magnetizations
%% This will have to be done pointwise for the multi-point simulation
Mpar=M.’*Bo./magBo*Bo; % Project M onto Bo
Mperp=M-Mpar;
% Find A1 and A2, the matrices for the Bloch equation
A1=[[-1/T2 gamma.*Bzrot-w -gamma.*Byrot].’...
[-gamma.*Bzrot+w -1/T2 gamma.*Bxrot].’...
[gamma.*Byrot -gamma.*Bxrot -1/T2].’].’;

A2=(1/T2-1/T1)./magBorot*Borot*Borot.’;
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Arot=A1+A2;
dMdt=(Arot*M+mo./T1*Borot);

% Probably will have to call this function for each point in po, since
%the ODE
%% solver thinks it’s getting a column vector back and not a matrix.
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